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Efficacy and Engagement: The Remedies Problem
Posed by Sheff v. O'Neill-and a Proposed Solution

MICHAEL A. REBELL AND ROBERT L. HUGHES

The core dispute between the forceful majority and the vituperative
dissent in the 4-3 Sheff v. O'Neill' decision is over remedies. Both
sides agree that the level of educational achievement among Hartford's
students, who are ninety-five percent African-American and Latino, is
deplorable, and that it threatens the economic stability and long-range
viability of our democratic system? They disagree-on who should solve
this problem--or indeed, whether a solution is even possible.
Justice Borden's opinion for the dissent bluntly claims that remedying the problems raised by this case would be "extraordinarily difficult

* Michael A. Rebell is the Executive Director of the Campaignfor Fiscal E4ul, Tn.,
based in New York Cit, and Robert L. Hughes Is Its Deputv Director. fr. Rebell Is also a
Visiting Lecturer at the Yale Law School Moll, A. Hunter, Fg. contributed signflcant aw4Wtcal insights and editorialassistance to this article. The authors also itsh to tha~tc Shelly
Burt Norm Fruchter, Peter Schuk Hany Spence and Deborah Wadsrorth for their insightful
commenit
1. 238 Com. 1, 678 A.2d 1267 (1996).
2. The majority opinion recognizes that the educational deprivation which the largely poor
and minority schoolchildren in Hartford endure "potentially has an impact on 'the entire Stat
and its economy-not only on its social and cultural fabric, but on its material well-being, on
its jobs, industry, and business.'" Id. at 44, 678 A2d at 1290 (quoting Abbott v. Burke, 575
A.2d 359, 411 (1990)). The dissent similarly acknowledges that "racial and ethnic isolation in
our public schools is harmful" and that "the health of the economy of our State requires an
educated workforce, which includes 'the urban poor as an Integral part of our future economic
strength'." Id. 57-58, 678 A2d at 1296 (also quoting in part from Abbott 575 A.2d. at 411).
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Chief Justice Peters's decision for the
or perhaps even impossible."3
majority had no illusions about "the daunting, if not intractable, difficulties of crafing a remedial solution to the problem of de facto racial
and ethnic segregation in the public schools of Hartford."' Nevertheless, the court declared that it must uphold the constitutional rights of
the plaintiffs so that "appropriate remedies can be found and implemented.., before another generation of children suffers the consequences
of a segregated public school education" because "our oath, our office,
and the constitutional rights of the schoolchildren of Hartford, require
no less of us in this case." In sum, the dissenters' response to what
may be "the most significant ruling by this court in this century,"7 is a
skeptical appraisal of the court's-and perhaps society's-abilities to
solve the deep-rooted problems of urban education, while the majority,
in essence, takes the position that, despite the formidable remedial challenges, the stakes for the plaintiffs and for the future functioning of our
democratic system are simply too great to ignore the continuing plight
of the urban minorities!
3. Id. at 56, 678 A.2d at 1295. The dissent agrees with the trial court's conclusion that:
[Tihere are no educational strategies or initiatives that could fully deal with the larger issues of poverty, unemployment, housing, health, substance abuse, parental neglect, and crowded and substandard housing that are associated with the concentration
of poverty under which the plaintiffi suffer... The majority's mandate, therefore,
will require the State to devise a strategy to compel integration that . . . will not
significantly ameliorate the underlying educational deficiencies of which plalntiffs
complain, and with respect to which educators, social scientists, and desegregation
planners could not offer standards or guidance.
Id. at 130, 678 A.2d at 1330.
4. Id. at 46, 678 A.2d at 1291.
5. Id. at 46, 678 A.2d at 1290.
6. Id. at 47, 678 A.2d at 1291. The Supreme Court of New Jersey took a similar stance,
when, after noting the difficulties of solving the problems of urban education, it nevertheless
held that the state constitution required the allocation of additional resources and sustained rcmedial efforts. "Obviously, we are no more able to identify what these disadvantaged students
need in concrete educational terms than are the experts. What they don't need is more disadvantage .. . ." Abbott v. Burke, 575 A.2d. 359, 401-402 (NJ. 1990). "If the claim is that
these students simply cannot make it, the constitutional answer is, give them a chance. The
Constitution does not tell them that since more money will not help, we will give them less;
that because their needs cannot be fully met, they will not be met at all." Id at 403.
7. Sheff, 238 Conn. at 88, 678 A.2d at 1310 (Borden, J, dissenting).
8. The educational deprivations discussed in Sheff are, of course, related to larger problems
of a growing urban underclass, see, e.g., W.LIAM JULIUS WILsoN, THE TRULY DISADVA'TAGED: Trm
INNML-Crry, THE UNDERCLASS, AND PUaC POLICY (1987), and of increasing income disparitiesand
class divisions within American society as a whole, see, e.g., LsM C. TmUROW, Ths Funm~ OF
CAPITALISM: How TODAY'S ECONOMIC FORCES SHAPE TOMORROW'S WOR= (1996). Some accept or
even extol these developments. See, eg., RICHARD J. HE
STEIN & CHARLES A. MURRAY, Th BEL
CUtRV: INTLIENCE AND CLASS STRUcMnnu INAMERICAN LUB (1994); WInLIAM A. HENRY, MI,IN
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We agree with the majority's stance on this critical issue. Courts
have a responsibility to interpret, formulate, and proclaim basic constitutional values, whatever the difficulties involved in implementing

them

For the courts to turn their backs on the denial of educational

opportunity for poor and minority children in the nation's cities would
be especially egregious when all agree that "[i]n these days, it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he

is denied the opportunity of an education."'0 Bringing large numbers
of low-achieving students up to adequate performance levels is a daunting, though far from impossible, task." Especially when core societal

DEFENSE OF ELITISM (1994). Others call for renewed efforts to counter these treads. See, ag.,
POLUrKS OF WATI A)N)ME FUsus OF
CX' IU EMva~e
Bezamac R. BARBER, AN AMMCR~aACV O
.AERucA (1992); "EAmB n-cE ELShrTAIN, DEioRAcY ON TRIAL (1995); Mioy KAxsr TH ED Cr
EquAtrrY (1992); CHRiSTOPIER LASCH, THE REVOLT oF TE EUzr Ah nr BEAYAL OF DtoGaucy
(1995).
9. "The rightful place of courts in our political system turns on the ecistence of public
values and on the promise of those institutions-because they are independent and because they
must engage in a special dialogue-to articulate and elaborate the true meaning *ofthose values." Owen Fiss, Forward: The Forms of Justice, 93 HARV. L REV. 1, 51 (1979); see also
Paul Gewirtz, Remedies and Resistance, 92 YALE IJ.585, 677 (1983) (MThe essence of constitutional law is that it is an idealizing activity."); GODON L CLA:R, JUDMGS AND H CmEs: INmPRETnG LOCAL Auroxomy 40 (1985) ("In point of fact, it is the legal apparatus that makes possible social cohesion in a world of conflicting values and differing world views."). For a
detailed empirical analysis of the courts' role in articulating basic constitutional principles, see
m
AN e .MIMAL .AREBEL & As.Tuua BLocg, EEU.MOXAL POUCYIMG AIM ME C,
iCAL SrTUD OF JuDICAL ACTvIt 200-202 (1982) (hachiater"EDucA 0oAL POu-lhuG AIM THE
ht FrMEM
i va
COURTS"); see also RONALD DWORKD4, TAnG Rirrs SERIOuLY (1977); Lt,
ToMAL Jus17CE (1985); MCHAL I PERRY, T CO 1-Tmmog ME COURT, AND HUMAN BI rS (192).
10. Shef 238 Conn. at 43, 678 A2d at 1289 (quoting Brown v. Board of Education, 347
U.S. 483, 493 (1954)); see also Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 221 (1982) ("We have rcognized the public schools as our most vital civic institution for the preservation of a democratic
system of government."); Horton v. Mheskill, 172 Conn. 615, 654, 376 A2d 359, 377 (1977)
(Bogdanski, 3., concurring) C[E]ducation is the very essence and foundation of a civilized culture: it is the cohesive element that binds the fabric of society together.")
11. The Carnegie Corporation has recently issued a report which reviews the liter e regarding the educational potential of "at risk" children and many projects which have successfully demonstrated that they can learn at high cognitive levels. The report concludes that:
[IUt is entirely feasible to reverse the widespread pattern of educational
underachievement among elementary school children . . . . Poverty and other circumstances of birth do raise the odds against many children's educational success,
but virtually all of America's children can learn and achieve to much higher levels
than they are reaching today given the right combination of challenge, attention, and
teaching from families, schools and communities.
ar SrA = iFma
LE
ATW OF NEW YOR , YEARSOF PREXSA A Tm
CAmEG, CORC

ANMUCA's QuRraNa 130 (1996); see also ROBERT E SLAViN ET AL, EPPECrI

PROGRAMtS FOR STU;-

ills
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values are at stake and the political process has come to an impasse,
democratic societies need a vision to inspire sustained initiatives. 12 The
demise of religious, communal, and other traditional institutions in our
society has accelerated the trend to look to the courts for such principled vision. 3
The Sheff dissenters' blunt disavowal of the court's responsibility to
remediate the problems of segregation and its effect on urban education
reflects a skepticism voiced by many jurists and many scholars about
the effectiveness of judicial remedies in institutional reform litigations. 4
Although we believe that this critical view is overstated, judicial intervention in desegregation and other major public policy controversies has
raised serious concerns about the legitimacy of the courts' involvement
and the effectiveness of their efforts. At issue is both the propriety,
under constitutional separation of powers doctrines, of the courts' role
'vis a vis the legislative and executive branches and a concern whether
the courts are capable of achieving meaningful reform of complex governmental institutions, particularly when there is intense public resistance.
Rather than confronting directly these challenges, the Sheff majority
finessed the issue. It deferred totally to "the legislature and the executive branch to put the search for appropriate remedial measures at the
top of their respective agendas,""5 without providing any guidance to
the other branches on how this difficult task should be approached or
what, if any, further role the court would play in this process. Justice

DENTS AT RISK (1989) (surveying methods to prevent and remediate poor achievement); HENRY M.
LEuM, ECONomcs OF SCHOOL REFORM FOR AT-RISK STWENM (National Academy of Sciences 1994)

(specific investments in at-risk children yield high returns to society); JOHN T. BRUER, SCHOOLS
FOR THOuGr: A ScIENcE OF LEARNING INTHE CLASSROOM (1993) (describing techniques of"cognltive science" which enable all children to develop higher-order reasoning and learning skills);
ROBERT ROTRMAN, MEASUpING Up.STANDARDS, ASSESSMENTS, AND SCHOOL REFORM (1995) (discuSsng

emphasis on higher-order skills in new state education standards).
12. "The challenge for republican politics is to form or reform the moral character of citizens, to strengthen their attachment to the common good. The public life of a Republic must
serve a formative role, aimed at cultivating citizens of a certain kind." MICHAEL J.SANDL,
DEMOCRACY'S DIscomE~r AMERICA IN SEARCH OF A PUBLIC PHILOSOPHY 127 (1996);. see also

"1MOW, supra note 8 (arguing that democratic capitalist society requires "a vision of something

better" and that the demise of socialism and its competitive stimulus to capitalist society poses

a serious challenge for contemporary America).
13. See Michael A. Rebell, Judicial Activism and the Courls' New Role, Soc. POL'Y 24
(Spring 1982).
14. See infra notes 21-22, 30-32 and accompanying text.
15. Sheff, 238 Conn. at 46, 678 A.2d at 1290.
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Borden excoriates the majority for this hands-off approach:
I confess that, if I were a member of either the Executive or
Legislative branch of our government, I would have but the
slightest glimmering, of what kind of legislation would comport
with the majority's mandate, because the opinion articulates no
principle or standard upon which to base such legislation.
Confining my discussion here to the Hartford metropolitan area,
I can find no principle or standard inthe majority opinion by
which to measure the level of racial and ethnic integration of
the African-American and Hispanic schoolchildren that will be
constitutional. 6
We believe that the courts have a responsibility not only to articulate important values in hard cases like Sheff, but also to insure their
implementation. Without judicial guidance and oversight, the legislative
and executive branches can not realistically be expected to solve these
confrontational problems-which come to the courts' attention in the
first place largely because the other branches fall to deal with them.
The courts' proper role, within the separation of powers scheme, is to
use judicial authority to ensure that the other branches carry out their
appropriate institutional functions. In order to deal successfully with
highly controversial political issues that intersect with core democratic
values, as in Sheff, we also believe that the courts need to create new
mechanisms to involve the public-at-large in confronting the critical
values at stake.
This article describes in detail how the Connecticut Supreme Court
could order an effective remedy, incorporating a statewide pubic engagement process, by drawing on the state's recent experience with extensive public participation in formulating regional education and community improvement plans. Before doing so, however, we first analyze
in Sections I and 11 the limitations of the remedial doctrines which
have been relied upon to date by federal and state courts in desegregation and other institutional reform cases. Section IT then discusses a

16. Id. at 128, 678 A.2d at 1329 (Borden, J., dissenting).

Justice Borden further illustrates

this point by stating that the opinion leaves open such critical questions as: whether the remedy
must be state-wide or district-wide; whether each individual school must be integrated rnd what
the acceptable percentage of racial integration would be; and whether integration, if it includes
"ethnic?' as well as "racial" dimensions, must require balancing the statewide numbers of students from all ethnic groups-and even all religious groups--throughout the Stait. Id. at 12829, 678 A.2d at 1329-30.
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new remedial approach which promotes effective solutions to systemic
constitutional violations by engaging the legislative and executive
branches, and the public-at-large, in a sustained, purposeful problemsolving process. The final section illustrates the proposed "efficacy
plus engagement" remedial approach by applying it to the remedial
challenges posed by Sheffv. ONeill.
I.

FEDERAL REMEDIAL DocrmNE

A. The New Model of InstitutionalReform Litigation

Beginning in 1954 with the U.S. Supreme Court's landmark school
7 the federal
desegregation decision, Brown v. Board of Education,"
courts have become increasingly involved in remedial oversight of basic
functions of state and local governments. This unprecedented judicial
remedial involvement accelerated in the 1960s and 1970s as numerous
judicial decrees implemented the desegregation mandate, and others8
called for reform of such institutions as state mental health facilities,
prison systems, 9 and housing projects.2" This new judicial role was
vigorously attacked in some quarters as unwarranted 'Judicial activism"

which was said to reflect the arrogance of "an imperial judiciary"' and
to violate established canons of the separation of powers.' Defenders
of judicial intervention replied that constitutional rights need vigilant

17. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
18. See e.g., Wyatt v. Stickney, 344 F. Supp 373 (M.D. Ala. 1972) affd in part, Wyatt v.
Aderholt, 503 F.2d 1305 (5th Cir. 1974); New York State Ass'n of Retarded Children v.
Rockefeller, 357 F. Supp 752 (E.D.N.Y. 1973). For a case study analysis of the latter case,
see DAVID . ROTHMAN & SHEI.A M. ROTBMAN, THE W.LoWvBRooK WARS: A DECADE OF STRUGGLE
FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE (1984).

19. See Pugh v. Locke, 406 F. Supp 318 (M.D. Ala. 1976), afd in relevant part sub noa
Newman v. Alabama, 559 F.2d 283 (5th Cir. 1977); Rhem v. Malcolm, 371 F. Supp. 594, 377
F. Supp. 995 (S.DN.Y. 1974), afl'd and remanded, 507 F.2d 333 (2d Cir. 1974), on remand,
389 F. Supp 964, amended, 396 F. Supp. 1195 (S.DN.Y. 1975), aff'd, 527 F.2d 1041 (2d Cir.
1975), Rhem v. Malcolm, 432 F. Supp. 769 (S.DN.Y. 1977). For a case study analysis of
the Pugh case, see LARRY W. YANKLE, REFORM AND REGRET: TME STUDY OF FEDERAL JUDICIAL INVOLVEMEN' IN THE ALABAMA PRISON SYSTEM (1989).

20. Hills v. Gaulreaux, 425 U.S. 284 (1976).
21. See, e.g., Nathan Glazer, Toward an Imperial Judiciary, 41 PUB. INTEREST 104 (1975);
RAOUL BERGEP, GOVERNMENT BY JUDICIARY: THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE FOURTEEm Amennmr
(1977); PIiLIP B. KURLAND, POLITICS, TnE CONSTrnmOw, AND THE WARREN COURT (1970).

22. See Glazer, supra note 21 at 106; KURLAND supra note 21 at 203 (criticizing judges for
acting as "platonic guardians").
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judicial protection, especially when governmental institutions assume a
major role in citizens' lives?' They emphasized the need to give meaning to the public values of the Constitution, especially in situations
where the legislature has failed to provide
fair and effective representa' 4
tion to "discrete and insular minorities.
Probably the most influential defense of the new judicial role was
that advanced by Professor Abram Chayes in his article entitled The
Role of the Judge in Public Lm Litigation. Chayes related the
growth of judicial involvement in the reform of public institutions to
the broader expansion of governmental activities in the welfare state
era. Over the years, he claimed, this expansion led both to an increase
in regulations with concomitant judicial review, and to an easing of
traditional judicial limitations such as standing rules and doctrines of
justiciability. Chayes contrasted the traditional role of courts as "umpires" in private disputes with their the new regulatory role in the welfare state era, and postulated that whereas the traditional lawsuit is "bipolar" (i.e., a contest between two individuals or entities with diametrically opposed interests), "retrospective" (i.e., concerning already completed events), and involves an "interdependence between right and
remedy", the "new model" public law is multi-polar (involving numerous parties and points of view), 'Torward-looking", and often has important consequences for many persons, indluding absentees. In short,
"[t]he subject matter of the lawsuit is not a dispute between private
individuals about private rights, but a grievance about the operation of
public policy."2'
The culmination of the new public law litigation, according to
Chayes, is the remedial decree.27 Unlike the final decree of a tradition23. For a detailed discussion of the "judicial activism debate," see RESEL & BLO,

.s,.pra

note 9, at Ch. 1.
24. United States v. Carolene Products Co, 304 US. 144, 152 n.4 (1938); ee, eg., oE
HART ELY, DtNOCRACY AND DISUST (1980); Fiss, supra note 9, at 6, (refcning to 304 U.S. at
152 n.4); see also OWEN K FISS, 11IV RIGHTS IIIJCT'On (1978); Frank . Johnson, The
Role of the FederalCourts in InstitutionalLitigation, 32 ALA. L.REV. 271 (1981); ALEx=En
M. BIC&EL, THE SUIPREME COURT AND MM IDEA OF PROGRESS Ch.4 (1970); Terry Sandalow, Judicial Protection of Mimorities 75 MICH. L REV. 1162 (1977).
25. See Abraham Chayes, The Role of the Judge in Public Lmv Litigation, 89 HARV. L REv.
1281 (1976) [hereinafter Chayes, The Role of the Judge]; see also Abram Chayes, Forward:
Public Law Litigation and the Burger Court 96 HARV. L. REV. 4 (1992); of. Theodore
Eisenberg & Stephen C. Yeazell, The Ordinay and the ~xtraordinary In Institutlonal Litigation,
93 HARV. L. REv. 465 (1980) (describing how procedures and remedies used in institutional
reform litigations have analogues in older judicial traditions).
26. Chayes, The Role of the Judge, supra note 25, at 1302.
27. See id.at 1298-1302; see also Special Project, The/Remedia Process in Institutonal Re-
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al litigation which required an unsuccessful defendant simply to pay a
stated amount or take a specific action, the remedial decree in the new
28
model provides for a "complex, ongoing regime of performance."
Frequently, this involves the court in prolonged supervision of the implementation of new policies and practices designed to overcome the
problems exposed by the case. In contrast to the traditional "corrective" role of judicial remedies, the remedial approach in the 29new model
of public law litigation has become increasingly "equitable."
Chayes' historical and analytical perspective on this new model of
litigation still did not satisfy many of the critics, especially those whose
primary concern was with the courts' institutional capacity to carry out
successfully these broad new remedial tasks. They claimed that courts
lack necessary institutional capacity to craft effective remedies because
judges do not have available to them implementation techniques used
by legislators, such as sanctions, incentives, and subsidies. They also
contended that judges lack coherent guidelines for resolving policy
conflicts and that, therefore, they fall to undertake a comprehensive
policy review or to consider the overall implications and consequences
of their orders30 Additional troubling aspects of the remedial decree in
institutional reform- litigations, from this point of view, are its "long
duration and wide impact,"' and32the fact that the remedy has extensive
"consequences for third parties."

Lloyd C. Anderson, 7he Implementation of
Consent Decrees in Institutional Reform Litigation, 1986 U. ILL L. REv. 725 (1986); William
A. Fletcher, The Discretionary Constitution: Institutional Remedies and Judicial Legitimacy, 91
YALE LU. 635 (1982); David L Levine, The Autiorhy for the Appointment of Remedial Special
Masters in Federal Institutional Reform Litigation: The History Reconsidered, 17 U.C. DAVIS L.
REv. 753 (1984).
28. Chayes, The Role of the Judge, supra note 25, at 1298.
29. See Kent Roach, The Limits of Corrective Justice and the Potential of Equiy In Constitutional Remedies, 33 ARIZ. L. REV. 859 (1991).
30. See, e.g., DoNAD L. HORowrz, 11m COURTS AND SOCIAL POLICY (1977); JEREMY RADKIN,
JUDICIAL COMPULSIONS: How PULIC LAW DISTORTS PuLIC POLICY (1989); CASS R. SuNmwsN, LEGAL
RFAsOm GAND POLmCAL Co-cucr 45 (1996); PEmR R. Sacnu SUIN GoVEmET: CrfZN REMEDIES FOR OFFICIAL WRONGS Ch. 7 (1983).
31. Robert F. Nagel, Separation of Powers and the Scope of FederalEquitable Remedies, 30
STAN. L. REV. 661, 710 (1978).
32. Id Nagel also notes that:
[tihe clearest example, perhaps, of widespread third party consequences is a decree
that necessarily requires substantial expenditures; such an order leads either to increased general taxes or to fewer resources being available for alternative programs.
When the welfare and behavior of virtually.every resident of a state or city might
be affected by a judicial remedy, both the depth and breadth of the intrusion Into
the functions of the executive and legislative branches are most obvious.

form Litigation, 78 COLUM. L. REV. 784 (1978);
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Defenders of this new remedial role retorted that the courts' lack of
established organizational mechanisms is a virtue, not a vice, because it
permits a flexible response, which can be tailored to the needs of the
particular situation.33 Moreover, empirical analyses of what judges
actually do in institutional reform cases indicates that judges make
limited use of extensive reform decrees, often utilizing less intrusive

"self-executing injunctions"34 and that in those cases where extensive
reform decrees are issued, the judges tend to solicit the active participation, resources, and organizational mechanisms of the parties' attorneys
and the parties themselves.35 Finally, proponents of the courts' expanded remedial role asserted that the critics of judicial activism approach
the issue myopically by focusing on the institutional limitations of the
judicial branch, while ignoring the institutional shortcomings of the
legislative and executive branches in promoting sound reform. From a
comparative functional perspective, the courts, in fact, have substantial
strengths vis-a-vis the other branches in areas such as fact-gathering and
compliance monitoring.r6

.d at 711; see also Gerald R Frug, The JudicialPo er of Me Purse, 126 U. PA. L REV. 715
(1978); Paul I. Mishkin, Federal Courts as State Reformers, 35 WASH. & Lm L REV 949, 965
(1978).
33. Chayes, The Role of the Judge, supra note 25, at 1309; see also Robert D. Goldstein, A
Smann's Song for Remedies: Equitable Relief in the Burger Court, 13 HARV. C.R.-CL. L REV.

119 (1978).
34. REBEL & BLocK, supra note 9, at 210.
35. Id at 211. A recent survey of 29 judges who had been involved In desegregation cases
largely confirmed these conclusions. When asked how the remedy was devised, 25% of the
judges said they devised it alone, 46% worked with the attorneys for the parties, 29% with the
parties, 18% with a master, and 18% with a task force. See Barbara Flicker, 77x Flew From
the Bench: Judges and DesegregationCases, in JUSTICE AND SCHOOL SYSTmS 365, 377-78 (Barbara Flicker ed., 1990).
36. For a detailed case study analysis of the comparative strengths and weaknesses of the
legislative, executive, and judicial branches in assuring equal educational opportunities, see Miams. A REML &AmmuaR Bom, ErIsn A= EoxAImc FMs. Qir Rimmn Rz wm
STHE NEW YORK CrrY SCHOOL SYSTEm, Ch. 9 (1985); see also William Clune Courts andLegislatures as Arbitrators of Social Change, 93 YALE W. 763, 776 (1984) (reviewing R.EBL &
BLocK, supra and concluding that "courts discharge the task of compensating for flawa in the
democratic process in a highly responsible manner"); Howard L Kalodner, Overview of Judicial
Activism in Education Litigation, in JUSTICE AND SCHOOL SYswts 365, 377-78 (Barbara Flicker
ed., 1990) (noting differing degrees of effectiveness of judicial interventions depending on extent of defendants" and public's resistance and nature of the social policy issue at stake). For
additional discussions of comparative institutional analysis, see Neil Komesar, In Search of a
GeneralApproach to Legal Ana.sis: A Comparative InstitutionalAlterautve, 79 MIC. 1. REV.
1350 (1981); Ned Komesar, Taking Institutions Seriously: Introduction to a Strategy for ConstitutionalAnalysis, 51 Cm. L. REv. 366 (1984); Mark G. Yudot Plato'sIdeal and the Perversiv
of Politics, 81 MICE. L REV. 730 (1983); see also Fritz Scharpf Judicial Review and the Po-
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While the controversy in academia and in the popular press about
the federal courts' new role remains unresolved after four decades of
debate, the courts continue to intervene extensively in school desegregation, de-institutionalization, and prison reform cases-and in numerous
new areas, like special education 7 and bilingual education.38 Chayes'
contention that the courts' expanded role is a fundamental judicial reaction to deep-rooted social and political trends seems to be borne out by
the fact that the activist stance initiated during the Warren Court era
has persisted to a large extent through the Burger and Rehnquist years,
and that conservatives no less than liberals now tend to look to the
courts as a matter of course to remedy legislative or executive actions
of which they disapprove.39 Whether the courts have been effective in
resolving the constitutional and statutory violations they have identified
in these institutional reform litigations remains, however, a highly controversial question. A major problem in this regard is that insufficient
attention has been focused on the need to formulate a "coherent normative theory of public remedial process. '

litical Question: A Functional Analysis, 75 YALE LJ. 517 (1966).
37. See Jose P. v. Ambach, 557 F. Supp 1230 (E.D.N.Y. 1983); Vaughn G. v. Amprcy,
No. MSG-84-191I (D. Md. 1988) (Consent decree). Judicial intervention in some areas has
been invited, rather than resisted, by the legislative branch. For example, in the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act, Congress set forth a detailed set of substantive and procedural
rights and explicitly established a new area of court jurisdiction for individual suits, regardless
of the amount of controversy. 20 USC § 1415(e)(2) (1994).
38. See, e.g., Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974); ASPIRA v. Board of Eduo., 394 F.
Supp. 1161 (S.D.N.Y. 1975); Castenada v. Pickard, 648 F.2d (5th Cir. 1981). For an overview
of the applicable law and of the courts' role in bilingual education cases, see Michael A.
Rebell & Anne W. Murdaugh, National Values and Community Values: Part 11: Equal Educational Opportunityfor Limited English Proficient Students, 21 LLAW & EDUC. 335 (1992).
39. For example, mainstream educational organizations whose members in the past had denounced judicial activism now tend to proclaim legal rights and legal processes as a matter of
couis, me NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE SCHOOL ADMNISTRATORS ELEMENTS OF A MODEL SrATM TO
PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL ENTLEMEMMs FORAT-RISK STUDENIS (1989), and conservative education advocates now press for parents' rights amendments to state constitutions. See Colorado Voters
Reject Parents' Rights Amendment, SCH.LAW NEWS, November 15, 1996, at I; see as, e.g.,
Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida, 116 S.Ct. 1114 (1996) (cutting back federal enforcement
powers over the states under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act); Hopwood v. Texas, 95 F.3d
53 (5th Cir. 1996) (declaring unconstitutional law school's policy of granting racial preferences
in its admissions policy); Roselyn Union Free Sch. Dist. No. 3 v. Hsu; 85 F.d 835 (2d Cir.
1996) (allowing school religious club to require its officers to be Christians), cert. denied, 117
S. Ct. 608 (1996); Brzonkala v. Virginia Polytechnic & State Univ., 935 F. Supp. 779 (V.D.
Va. 1996) (declaring unconstitutional the Violence Against Women Act); BRUCE ACxERMAN, WE
THE PEOPLE 40 (1991) (describing how, since the New Deal, "an activist regulatory state Is finally accepted as an unchallengable constitutional reality').
40. Susan P. Storm, A Normative Theory of Public Law Remedies, 79 GEo. L J. 1355,
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B. Desegregationand the Courts
The doctrinal standards that have guided the federal district courts'
involvement in these new model cases has been developed by the U.S.
Supreme Court, largely in the context of its school desegregation cases.
It was, of course, in Brown v. Board of Education that the Court first
confronted the difficulties of framing a remedy in a case of this type
which has "wide applicability" and presents "problems of considerable
complexity.:'
Recognizing the significance and the lack of clear pre"cedent for the remedial challenges raised by that case, the Court, at the
end of 1954, asked the parties to present further arguments on a number of specified remedial questions, and took another year to deliberate
on how it should actually implement the desegregation mandate.
In Brown v. Board of Education ["Brown U"J, the Court held that:
"In fashioning and effectuating the decrees, the courts WIll be guided
by equitable principles. Traditionally, equity has been characterized by
a practical flexibility in shaping its remedies and by a facility for adjusting and reconciling public and private needs.'" Consistent with this
emphasis on flexible equitable principles, the Court decided not to issue
a detailed remedial decree of its own, but to vest in the local district
courts the prime responsibility for fashioning remedies which would
apply these general equitable principles to the range of complex educational and social policy considerations which arise in diverse local settings. Accordingly, it remanded Brown and its three related cases to
the district courts "to enter such orders ...

as are necessary and prop-

er to admit to public schools on a racially non-discriminatory basis with
all deliberate speed the parties to these cases." ' The Supreme Court
held that the district courts could consider a broad range of issues from
transportation and revision of attendance areas to personnel matters, but
it provided no substantive guidelines on how these tasks should be
1358 (1991). Sturm proposes a model of public remedial decision-making built on participation, impartiality, and reasoned decision-making as a first step in this direction. In Michael A.
Rebell and Robert L. Hughes, Schools, Communities, and the Courls: A Dialogic A4pproach to
Education Reform, 14 YALE L & POV'Y REV. 99 (1996), we applied and extended the type of
conceptual framework she proposed to the educational context and formulated a "community engagement dialogic" model for promoting community participation in the resolution of schooling
controversies. The present article further develops these contexts and extends them to the context of highly-charged state-wide litigations like Sheff.
41. Brown v. Bd. of Educ, 347 US. 483, 495-99 (1954).

42. Id at 299 (footnotes omitted).
43. Id at 300.
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carried out.
After giving the district courts a decade of relatively free rein to
carry out this mandate, however, the Supreme Court recognized that
few Southern school districts had, in fact, been substantially integrated;" and it began in the mid-60s to confront actively political resistance to desegregation. In 1964, the Court authorized strong steps to
counter a local scheme to close the public schools and permit white
students to attend private segregated schools with public funding; in
doing so, it held that the "petitioners' constitutional rights will no longer be denied them. The time for mere 'deliberate speed' has run out
.
. sAS
A few years later, in rejecting the use of a "freedom of
choice" plan, the Court emphasized the need for demonstrable results: it
required from each local school board a desegregation plan "that promises realistically to work and promises realistically to work now."" In

its next major desegregation ruling, Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Board of Education,4 7 the Court specified that the nature of the deseg-

regation remedy is to be determined by the scope of the constitutional
violation.

It then promulgated a series of specific desegregation stan-

dards, including the use of numerical guidelines regarding the racial
balance of students in local schools, busing, and the re-drawing of

attendance zones.
In 1974, the Court's pattern of strong insistence on effective remedies to undo the effects of segregation was substantially qualified by its
refusal to approve a metropolitan area remedy in Milliken v. Bradley,4"

44. During the 1963-64 school year, only 1.17% of black children attended schools with
white children in the 11 southern states. See United States v. Jefferson County Bd. of Eduo.,
372 F2d 836, 854 (5th Cir. 1966). The Supreme Court's hands-off approach during the Initial
years of desegregation may, of course, have contributed to this result. See Robert Carter, The
Warren Court and Desegregation, 67 MICa. L. REv. 237, 243 (1968) (arguing that the "all
deliberate speed" remedial approach was designed to slow implementation and avoid a southern
revolt.") For a discussion of the earliest desegregation cases, see Robert McKay, TlY1h All Deliberate Speed: A Study of School Desegregation, 31 N.Y.U. L. REV. 991 (1956).
45. Griff n v. County Sch. Bd, 377 US. 218, 234 (1964).
46. Green v. County Sch. Bd., 391 U.S. 430, 439 (1968).
47. 402 U.S. 1 (1971). For general overviews of the development of desegregation law, see
GARY ORa1LE, MUST WE Bus? (1978); J.HARvEY WIumsON, FROM BROwN TO BAKKE (1979); see
also REBELL & BLOCK, EQUALITY AND EDUCATION, supra note 36, at Ch. 2 (discussing the shift
from "equality of opportunity" to "equality of result" in courts' remedial decisions in desegregation cases).
48. 418 U.S. 717 (1974) [hereinafter "Milliken 1". Milliken I was the Court's second major
desegregation ruling affecting a school district outside the South. The prior year, it had held
in the Denver desegregation case, Keyes v. School Dist. No. 1, 413 U.S. 189 (1973), that do
facto segregation in a school system that never operated under a constitutional or statutory
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the Detroit school desegregation case. In Milliken, the trial court, concluding that a remedy limited to Detroit's municipal boundaries would
be ineffective, ordered a metropolitan area desegregation scheme involving 53 suburban districts 9 The Supreme Court held that the district
court's remedial order exceeded the "scope of the violation" because
there had been no evidence that the suburban districts were responsible
for any segregative acts and that the proposed remedy would traverse
the "deeply-rooted... tradition [of] local control over the operation of
schools."5'
As the lower courts and the dissenting Justices in Milliken I " pre-

scheme that mandated or permltted segregation was not unconstitutional.
49. In 1970, the Detroit public school system's student body was 64% black, while the
metropolitan area as a whole was 81% white. The District Court had found that if the scope
of the remedy was limited to the Detroit city limits, the best result that could be achieved
would "leave many of its schools 75-90% black." Afilliken 1, 418 US. at 765. The S'th
Circuit Court of Appeals agreed with the District Court concluding that "the only feasible
desegregation plan involves the crossing of the boundary lines between the Detroit school di.rtrict and adjacent or nearby school districts" and that a remedial order limited to the Detroit
school district "cannot correct the constitutional violations herein found." Id. at 766-67.
In fact, these courts were prescient: today, following the Supreme Court's refnsal to authorize an interdistrict remedy, Detroit public school students are 89.9- African-American and
93.7% non-white. Interview with Dr. Charmaine Johnson, Research, Evaluation, and Testing
Department, Board of Education of the Detroit School District (October 17, 1996). Other large
cities which lack metropolitan area desegregation plans are similarly segregated. Chicago's public school students are 54.5% Afican-American and 892% non-white. Interview with Lorine
Krapec, Department of Compliance, Office of Accountability, Chicago Board of Education (Oct.
3, 1996) (reporting Fall 1995 enrollment). Los Angeles' students ae 143% Affican-American
and 883% non-white. Interview with Department of Communications, Board of Education, Los
Angeles Unified School District (quoting from FALL 1995 ETdIC SUrvEY REPoRT, Board of Education, Los Angeles Unified School District) (1996)). Washington D.C.'s students are 88% Afiican-American and 96% non-white. Digest of Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education
1995 (reporting enrollment for Fall 1993).
50. Miliken I, 418 US. at 765. In many other circumstances, however, courts have issued
remedies which directly affected third parties who were not found liable for a violation:
Remedies for long-standing discrimination, however, often .. . imposel] substantial
burdens directly on non-.wong doers-Job applicants and employees who did not
engage in employment discrimination but are disadvantaged under employment quotas
or retroactive seniority requirements or families subject to a busing remedy because
of the actions of government officials to whom they have given neither votes nor
support ....
Paul Gewirtz, Remedies and Res/stan=e, 92 YALE LJ. 585, 604 (1983).
51. Writing in dissent, Justice Marshall argued that Afillk en I represented a turning point in
judicial efforts to address racial segregation: although the Court recognized that there had been
a constitutional violation of schoolchildren's equal protection rights, it "provided no remedy at
all for the violation proved in this case, thereby guaranteeing that Negro children in Detroit
will receive the same separate and inherently unequal education in the future as they have been
unconstitutionally afforded in the past" Afiiken 1, 418 US. at 782 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
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dicted, after the metropolitan area plan was rejected, no other viable
remedy was put in place. Upon remand, the trial court in Milliken
fashioned a new "Detroit-only" remedial plan which emphasized a
range of 13 "compensatory and remedial programs" designed to elimiThis compensatory education
nate the effects of the dual system.5
program was, however, short-lived, and did little to eradicate the educational deficits of Detroit's now overwhelmingly minority student population. 3
In its second Milliken decision, the Supreme Court summarized its
remedial doctrine in the following three-pronged form:
In the first place, like other equitable remedies, the nature of
the desegregation remedy is to be determined by the nature and
scope of the constitutional violation . . . Second, the decree
must indeed be remedial in nature, that is, it must be designed
as nearly as possible "to restore the victims of discriminatory
conduct to the position they would have occupied in the absence of such conduct ... ." Third, the federal courts in devising a remedy must take into account the interests of state
and local authorities in managing their own affairs, consistent
with the Constitution. ... '
The remedial doctrine in Milliken Hi, although set forth as a recapitulation of prior precedents, was, in fact a new statement of remedial

52. In addition to provisions for magnet schools and vocational programs, the program included multi-ethnic and bilingual curriculum designs, school-community relations, parental Involvement, in-service sensitivity training for teachers, counseling and career guidance for
students and a new non-biased testing program. See Milliken v. Bradley, 433 U.S. 267, 271-76
(1977) [hereinafter "Mllllen 1"].
N D MEGA 11M
hE QUnr REWSAL OF BROWN V.WARD
53. GARY OPIELD Er AL.,Dm"
OF EDUCAInON Ch. 6 (1996). The authors report that in 1992-93, Detroit's seventh-and eighthgrade students were three times less likely to meet the State's satisfactory standard in math
than students elsewhere in the State and seven times less likely by the tenth and eleventh
grades. Id. at 155-58. They conclude that:
Blatant educational inferiorities remain in the Detroit public schools. Today, school
officials acknowledge the poor conditions of the system, stating that the Miiiken
programs might have had some positive effect, but conceding that the programs simply did not prove to be the systemic remedy needed by urban Detroit.
Id. at 155. They found that similar Milliken H programs in Little Rock, Arkansas, Prince
George's County, Maryland, and Austin, Texas also proved unsuccessful. Their overall conclusion was that equal educational opportunity for urban minority students requires "a combination of successful racial integration and well-designed permanent accountable, and effective
education compensation measures." Id. at 178.
54. Milliken II, 433 U.S. at 280-81 (footnotes omitted).
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principles which was inconsistent with prior holdings and which added
a substantial degree of ambiguity to the courts' overall remedial stance.
The reference to flexible equitable principles had been at the heart of
the Court's remedial doctrine since Brown I, but the notion of restoring victims to their prior position had not been a central aspect of
Brown and most other desegregation decrees, where the remedies were
fully implemented only years after the original plainfiffi had graduated,
and many of the victims of discriminatory conduct clearly were not
made whole55 Most significant, however, was the addition of the new,
third element-the admonition to "take into account the interests of
state and local authorities." This standard, newly added to the Court's
remedial doctrine by Milliken I, directly contradicted the Court's prior
emphasis on effectiveness, which the Court had strongly stated in
Green and Swann.
The interests of state and local authorities had always, of course,
been one of the factors that needed to be taken into account in the
equitable balancing of the various interests that needed to be considered
in framing a desegregation decree. The problem with the Milliken H
formulation, however, was that consideration of these interests was not
listed as merely one of several factors to be considered in the equitable
balancing, but, rather, it became a preeminent factor which, in effect,
trumped the ultimate goal of achieving an effective remedy. 5
Milliken IT, therefore, represented a marked shift away from the
Court's prior emphasis on equity and efficacy, toward a deference to
local school officials in the face of continuing problems of racial segregation. In recent years, the Supreme Court has further qualified the

55. Indeed, because of Eleventh Amendment strictures against federal corls imposing money
judgments against the states, see Edelman v. Jordan, 415 US. 651 (1974), the tr-aitional "make
whole" remedy CLe, money damages) is precluded in most institutional reform cases brought In
federal courts. Generally speaking, courts in these cases can only Issue affirmative Injunctions
to rectify the underlying condition, rather than monetary awards to compensate for past injuries.
See also Daniel L Rotenberg, Private Remedies for Constitutional Wrongs-A Matter of Perspecti e Priori, and Process, 14 HASTNGS CONST. L Q. 77 (1986) (discussing differences and
interplays between private and public remedies in constitutional cases).
56. The Court's "scope" holding in Milliken I categorized the interests of stae and local
officials as a liability principle that would precede and preclude remedial deliberations. The
recapitulation of remedial doctrine in Millikan II, however, drew the concept of respecting the
prerogatives of local officials into the remedial realm, and gave this factor enhanced signilfi
cance. Since Milliken if, the Court has not clarified in the remedial context when or how the
interests of state and local officials should be taken into account Cf. Mssouri v. Jenkins, 495
U.S. 33 (1990) (upholding authority of district court to order local officials to levy taxes to
fund a desegregation decree).
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efficacy thrust of its remedial doctrine by articulating an ambiguous
standard for determining when segregation has been eliminated and
judicial oversight may be terminated. After wrestling with the termination question for several decades," the Court announced in Board of
Education v. Dowell 58 that the standard for termination of judicial
oversight is "whether the Board ha[s] complied in good faith with the
desegregation decree since it was entered, and whether the vestiges of
past discrimination ha[ve] been eliminated to the extent practicable."
This holding obviously begs the critical question, since it does not
define the "vestiges of past discrimination" to be eliminated and leaves
to the unfettered discretion of the district judge the determination of
what is "practicable" in regard to specific solutions.59
In sum, then, the Supreme Court's initial emphasis on effective
results in Green and Swann produced a record of significant accomplishment in regard to the elimination of de jure segregation in most
Southern school districts," but its ambiguous post-Milliken stance has
permitted compromised compliance and has "cramped the potential for
both effective judicial and political responses to racial isolation."61 As
57. See Freeman v. Pits, 503 U.S. 467, 474 (1992); Pasadena City Bd. of Educ. v.
Spangler, 427 U.S. 424 (1976); Riddick v. School Bd. of Norfolk, 784 F.2d 521, 534 (4th Cir.
1986), cer. denied, 479 U.S. 938 (1986).
58. 498 US. 237, 249-50 (1991).
59. See David I. Levine, The Latter Stages of Enforcement of Equitable Decrees: The
Course of InstitutionalReform Cases Aftier Dowell, Rufo, and Freeman, 20 HASTINGS CONST. L.
Q. 579, 625 (1993). The Court's most recent major remedial decision in a desegregation case,
Missouri v. Jenkins, 115 S. Ct. 2038, 2055 (1995), invalidated a District Court order because,
among other things, its requirements for teacher salary increases to improve "desegregative attractiveness" and its use of student achievement scores to determine whether vestiges of segregation were eliminated were "simply too far removed" from the scope of the violation.
60. One major analysis of the federal courts' role in desegregation cases concluded:
The overwhelming majority of documented desegregation efforts in large districts up
to 1976 (81%) came about at least partly because of a suit or a court order... Segregation declined under court orders from an average of 74 in 1968 (on a scale of
1-100, with 100 being total segregation) to an average of 15 in 1972. Although the
total remains slightly higher, .the change was much greater than in HEW cases (from
59 to 9) or state or local cases (32 to 12). Courts reached half of all highly-segregated students in 1968, compared to 16 percent for HEW and 24% for state and
local actors.
JENN
.L
HOCIsCHIL, TME NEW
AN DILEMMA LIBERAL DEMOCRACY AND SCHOOL SEGREGATION, 134-135 (1984). For a discussion of the role of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in school
desegregation, see GARY ORFIELD, THE REcoNSTRUCTON OF SoUTHERN EDUCATION (1968). See also
Note, The Cours, HEW,and Southern School Desegregation, 77 YALE LJ. 321, 339-356

(1977); James Dann, Title V1, The Guidelines and School Desegregation in the South, 53 VA.
L. REV. 42 (1967) (arguing that HEW regulations had a significant impact on the overall form
ofjudicial remedial orders, particularly in the Fifth Circuit).
61. Gene Sperling, Note, JudicialRights Declarationand Entrenched Discrimination,94 YALE
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a result, the American Institute for Research's ("AIR' ) 1992 survey of
600 school districts showed that the "dissimilarity" index, which measures racial imbalance, was reduced from sixty-seven in 1968 (the year

Green was decided) to fifty-one in 1972 (a year after Swam), and to
forty-three in 1980, but has declined only slightly in the years since.'
The decline in effective desegregation has been even more dramatic in

the major metropolitan areas in the North and West where the potential
for effective desegregation remedies were directly dashed by Milliken
11.63

A certain amount of "interest balancing" clearly is desirable and
necessary in the formulation of remedial decrees, and "social interests
other than the victims' interests cannot be totally ignored when a court
fashions an injunctive remedy.'
Nevertheless, the large gaps between
6
s
rights and remedies which characterize the U.S. Supreme Court's

L3. 1741, 1753 (1985) [hereinafter "JudicialRights Declaration].
62. The A.R, survey is discussed at length in DAVID IL ARMOR, FORCED JUsTICE: SCHOOL DESEGREGAT ON Am 7miILAW Ch. 4 (1995). Armor also reports that the exposure index (which
measures the number of black students exposed to white students) increased from 43% In 1968
to 54% in 1972, but then fell to 47% in 1989. The exposure index for Hispanic students fell
even more dramatically from 70% in 1968 to 51% in 1989. Id at 112. In another recent survey, almost 60% of a group of attorneys involved in desegregation litigation expressed general
dissatisfaction with the results of the litigation, and almost half of the plaintiffs' attol ys expressed frustration with the results in their own cases. See Paul L Tmctenbrrg, The iewfrom
the Bar: An Examination of the Liligator's Role In Shaping Educational Remedies, In JUSTICE
AND SCHOOL Sysm s 390, 406-407, supra note 35. See also Michael Finch, Fainess and 27naliUy in InstitutionalLitigation: The Lessons of School Desegregation, 4 (30. MASON C. R. L.
J. 109 (1994); Mark Yudot Implementation Theortes and Desegregation Realities, 32 ALA. L
REv. 441 (1981).
63. For statistics on current racial imbalance in major metropolitan arca see supra note 49.
The difficulties in fashioning effective desegregation remedies in the wake0 of MlI/ :en H are
well illustrated by Chicago's experiences. There, after the school system's perceniage of white
students had declined in the years from 1970-71 to 1982-83 from 34.6% to 163%, the Board
of Education adopted a desegregation plan which defined as a "stable mixed school," a building
that had a present and projected white enrollment of 15-30%. In order to atlempt to stabhilize
white enrollment, the plan also allowed schools which were 70% white to be defined as "integrated" in a system that had fewer than 20% whites overall. See United Stales v. Board of
Educ. of Chicago, 554 F. Supp. 912 (ND. Ill. 1983).
64. Gewirtz supra note 9, at 593.
65. Barry Friedman has pointed out that:
What emerges from a study of the law of remedy and enforcement, however, Is the
picture of a system in which there is tremendous flexibility in the fit betwien right
and remedy and, therefore, a system in which rights receive far less respect than the
rhetoric would suggest Indeed, close examination reveals a system in which failure
to comply with, if not outright defiance og judicial remedies Is tolerated to a certain
degree.
Barry Friedman, Whlen Rights EncounterRemedies: Enforcing Federal Remedies, 65 S. CALIF. L
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current stance in desegregation and other institutional reform contexts

frustrate the legitimate expectations raised by Brown and other constitutional and statutory pronouncements and thereby exacerbate social con-

flict.
I1.

STATE REMEDIAL DoCTRNE

Although the Supreme Court's emphasis in Milliken H on "the
interests of state and local authorities" 6 responded indirectly to the
criticisms of the federal courts' remedial interventions in state legislative and executive domains, its remedial doctrine has never directly addressed the separation of powers concerns raised by critics of new
model litigations. On the contrary, the Court has held that "the separation of powers principle

.

.

has no applicability to the federal judicia-

ry's relationship to the States." 7 State courts, by way of contrast, have
repeatedly articulated separation of powers as well as institutional competency concerns. The inappropriateness of judicial intervention into the
legislative or executive domains has been extensively cited as a prime
reason for denying relief to plaintiffs in many institutional reform litigation and for deferring broadly to the other branches to formulate the
content of a remedy in those cases in which courts have found constitutional violations.
New York exemplifies this pattern. Its highest court, the Court of
Appeals, has declared certain controversial public policy issues to be
non-justiciable because "the court as a policy matter

. . .

will abstain

from venturing into areas if it is ill-equipped to undertake the responsibility and other branches of government are far more suited to the
task."' In explaining its reasons for rejecting plaintiffs' suit to enforce
a noise control ordinance against the New York City Transit Authority,

REV. 735, 738 (1992). Friedman argues strenuously for lessening the gap between uights and
remedies. For a contrary view, see ScHucK, supra note 30, at 25-28 (1983) (arguing that
"rights and remedies are utterly different legal phenomena" and that every violation of a right
does not necessarily justify a remedy).
66. 433 U.S. 267, 281 (1977).
67. Elrod v. Bums, 427 U.S. 347, 352 (1976). See. also Baker v. Car, 369 U.S. 186, 210,
229-37 (1962) (stating that separation of powers and political question doctrines should be applied deferentially when " it is the relationship between the judiciary and the coordinate branches of the federal government, and not the federal judiciary's relationship to the States, which
gives rise to the 'political question.'").
68. Jones v. Beame, 45 N.Y.2d 402, 408-09 (1978).
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the Court of Appeals stated that "plaintiffs sought to interpose the court
into the management and operation of public enterprises" in a manner
which required the resolution of "questions of judgment, discretion,
allocation of resources, and priorities inappropriate for resolution in a
judicial arena."69
Even when state courts have accepted jurisdiction of public policy
controversies and found for the plaintiffs, they have tended to defer
broadly to legislative prerogatives at the remedy stage. Thus, the Supreme Court of Arkansas stated in a major fiscal equity decision that
the drafting of a new education finance scheme is a "difficult and perilous quest" that is particularly within the legislature's rather than the
judiciary's sphere of "institutional competency."' Even the Kentucky
Supreme Court, which invalidated as unconstitutional the entire state
educational system, stated that "[W'Je [do not] intend to substitute our
judicial authority for the authority and discretion of the General Assembly!" The Connecticut Supreme Court's decision in Sheff to allow the
legislature broad, unstructured discretion to formulate a remedy is,
therefore, consistent with this general state court approach.
This marked tendency of the state courts to defer to the legislative
and executive branches is primarily due to their greater "sensitivity to
the constitutional authority of coordinate branches of government...
,,' In the federal courts, the classical separation of powers doctrine
does not specifically apply to most institutional reform decisions because they involve actions of state and local officials under the authority of the Federal Supremacy Clausen and not the "coordinate" federal
Congress or the President. The heightened political responsiveness of
state supreme court judges may also result from the fact that most state
69. Abrams v. New York Transit Auth., 30 N.Y.2d 990, 992 (1976). See also, Jiggetts v.
Grinker 553 N.E.2d 570, 572 .(N.Y. 1990) (explaining that "[b]road policy choices, which
involve the ordering of priorities, and the allocation of finite resources, amrmalers for the
executive and legislative branches of government . . . .);Lujan v. Colorado Stale Bd. of
Educ, 649 P.2d 1005, 1018 (1982) (refusing to "venture into the realm of social policy under
the guise that there is a fundamental right to education.").
70. Dupree v. Alma Sch. Dist. No. 30, 651 S.W.2d 90, 95 (Ak. 1983).
71. Rose v. Council for Better Educ., Inc., 790 S.1W.2d 186, 189 (1989). 'The Kentucky
court also referred to separation of powers concerns at least three other times In the course of
its opinion. See ld at 211, 212, 214. Nonetheless, the Kentucky court did articulalte specific
guidelines and goals for the Legislature to follow in fashioning a constitutionally acceptable
remedy. See discussion infra note 122.
72. Sheff, 238 Conn. at 46, 678 A.2d at 1290. The Court also noted Its concern with "the
complexities of developing a legislative program... ." I'd
73. U.S. CONST. ar VI, § 2 ("This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which
shall be made in pursuance thereof. . .shall be the supreme Law of the Land . . .").
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court judges are elected and, therefore, have more difficulty resisting
popular pressures that may be adverse to the declaration of individual
and minority rights, and that state constitutions are easier to amend
than the federal constitution.74
Despite their strongly-stated separation of powers concerns and their
electoral vulnerability, however, state courts have taken strong, principled stands on critical constitutional issues-sometimes acting more
forcefully, even in the face of strong public resistance, than have the
federal courts7 Generally, such forceful state court action occurs in
areas like welfare and education, about which many state constitutions
contain substantive entitlements that are lacking in the federal constitution.7" Several state supreme courts have issued strong affirmative de74. Note Unfulfilled Promises: State Finance Remedies and State Courls, 104 HARV. L. REV.
1072, 1084 (1991). The authors of this Note state further that:
[SItate judges are likely to be more keenly attuned to local political pressures. Although the degree of sensitivity will vary from state to state, the potential for voter
backlash against the judicial branch arising from extremely unpopular decisions may
inhibit state courts from mandating remedies that fully vindicate school finance plain.
tiffs' rights.
Id. at 1085 (footnote omitted). For further analyses of both the differences between state and
federal courts and the structural and political influences on state judges, see George D. Brown,
Binding Advisory Opinions: A Federal Courls Perspective on the State School Finance Decisions, 35 B.C. L. REv. 543 (1994) (noting that appointed state judges are as deferential to the
legislatures on whom they depend for salaries and budgets as are elected judges); Bert
Neubome, The Myth of Paritv, 90 HARv. L. REv. 1105 (1977) (comparing technical compctence
and deference to the legislative branches of state and federal judges); Note, Developments In
the Law-The Interpretation of State ConstitutionalRights, 95 HAV. L. REv. 1324, 1350-67
(1982) [hereinafter "Developments"]; Justice Robert F. Utter, The Practice of Principled Declsion-Making In State Constitutionalism: Washington's Experience, 65 TEMP. L. REV. 1153
(1992) (stating that state court constitutional jurisprudence is still in an early stage and is open
to influence by lawyers and academics).
75. The Sheff v. O'Neill decision is, of course, a prime example. There, the Connecticut
Supreme Court was willing to take the affirmative stance on metropolitan-area desegregation
from which the US. Supreme Court retreated in Milliken L Cf. William J. Brennan, Jr., State
Constitutionsand the Protection of Individual Rights, 90 HARV. L. REV. 489 (1977) (citing and
applauding state supreme courts that have construed their state constitutional rights to provide
more protection than the federal constitution, especially in criminal procedure areas, such as
search and seizure, right to counsel and inadmissibility of illegally obtained evidence); see also
Southern Burlington County NAACP v. Township of Mt. Laurel, 336 A.2d 713 (NJ. 1975)
(finding that a municipality has the "moral obligation . . . to provide housing for its resident
poor . . . ."), followed by M Laurel f, 391 A.2d 935 (NJ. 1978); Developments, supra note
74, at 1367-83.
76. Bert Neubome, in State Constitutions and the Evolution of Positive Rights, 20 RUTGERS
LJ. 881 (1989), argues that the efforts to derive positive rights, such as education, from the
federal constitution failed for four reasons: 1) lack of textual basis; 2) lack of positive rights
tradition; 3) lack of a capacity for flexibility and local tailoring; and 4) lack of democratic Imprimatur. He argues that state constitutions provide more fertile ground for the enforcement of
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crees to uphold constitutionally established welfare rights." Afm ative
state court constitutional stances have been even more widespread in
the area of fiscal equity reform in education. A large number of state
supreme courts have invalidated inequitable school finance statutes in
the wake of the U.S. Supreme Court's refusal to do so.
The development of state court doctrines regarding fiscal equity
reform in recent years is, in fact a remarkable chapter in the history of
state court constitutional development. In 1973, the United States Supreme Court, declaring that education was not a fundamental interest
under the federal constitution in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodiguez,8 refused to remedy gross disparities in the educational resources available to Texas children. Similar gross resource
disparities have also been the rule in virtually every other state education finance system because of the tradition of local funding of education in the United States. After the U.S. Supreme Court dismissed the
Texas case, similar litigations were brought under state constitutions in
more than forty jurisdictions, and the state courts have developed a
substantial range of doctrinal responses.
In the early post-Rodriguez cases, the state supreme courts tended
to deny relief to plaintiffs for reasons similar to those cited by the U.S.
Supreme Court 79 Other state supreme courts-in increasing numbers in

positive rights because of their specific afirmative textual position and because of the "enhanced democratic pedigree" of state courts which results from the fact that state court judges
are elected, state constitutions are easier to amend, and many state constitutions explicitly provide for judicial review. See also Jonathan Feldman, Separation of Poicer and JudicialJlevi
of Positive Rights Claims: The Role of State Courts In an Era of Positie Government, 24

RurGERS L REV. 1057 (1993) (comparing the history of the separation of powers doctrine In the
federal and state constitutions and distinguishing "positive" separations of powers from "negative" separations of powers).
77. See, mg., Tucker v. Toia, 371 N.E.2d 449 (N.Y. 1977) (invalidating stale statute which
requires lengthy delays in provision of welfare benefits under state constitutional provision mandating assistance to the poor); Butte Community Union v. Harris, 745 P.2d 1128 (Mont. 1978)
(invalidating state statute providing limited coverage for certain welIfare recipients under state
constitutional provision which mandated assistance to the poor).
78. 411 US. 1 (1973).
79. See, eg., McDaniel v. Thomas, 285 S.E.2d, 156, 167 (Ga. 1981) (holding that education
is not a fundamental fight, after concluding that this same holding in Rodrigu= "does not bind
state courts" but "provides some guidance to the states"); Hornbeck v. Somerset County Bd. of
Educ, 458 A.2d 758, 786 (Md. 1983) (citing Rodriguez for the proposition that the vital importance of education does not render it a fundamental right); Fair Sch. Fin. Council of Oklahoma, Inc. v. State, 746 P.2d 1135 (OkIa. 1987) (finding that the state constitution does not
guarantee "equal expenditures per child!); Board of Educ., Levittown Union Free Scb. Dist. v.
Nyquist, 57 N.Y.2d 27, 43-44 (1982) (relying, in part, on the Rodriguez Court's deference to
legislative institutional competence in educational policy matters). From a doctrinal point of
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recent years-have, however, decided to invalidate their state education
finance schemes, in spite of the federal precedent. In Kentucky 0 and
West Virginia,81 the courts have gone so far as to declare entire state
education systems unconstitutional. To date, plaintiffs have, in fact,
prevailed in final decisions or major procedural pronouncements of the
state's highest court, or in unappealed trial court decisions, in eighteen
states.82 Defendants have prevailed in seventeen final substantive decisions of the state Supreme Courts. 3 In three states, recent decisions of

view, state court adherence to federal constitutional doctrine on this point is somewhat incongruous, since the U.S. Supreme Court's position in Rodriguez was premised on the absence of
an explicit or implicit right to education in the federal constitution (411 U.S. 1, 33-35 (1973)),
whereas i'ducation is specifically guaranteed in most state constitutions.
80. See svpra note 71. For general discussions of the Kentucky case, see Ronald G. Dove,
Jr, Acorns in a Mountain Pool: The Role of Litigation, Law, and Lauyers In Kentucky Education Reform, 17 J.EDuc. FIN. 83 (1991); and Jacob E.Adams, Jr., School Finance Reform and
Systematic School Change: Reconstituting Kentuclo/s Public Schools, 18 J.EDU FiN. 318
(1993).
81. Pauley v. Kelly, 225 S.E2d 859 (W.Va. 1979). The West Virginia Chief Justice's views
regarding this case are set forth in RICHARD NEELY, How CouRTS GOVERN AMERICA Ch. 7 (1981).
82. The cases in which plaintiffi have prevailed in the highest state court are: Dupree v.
Alma Sch. dist. No. 30, 651 S.W.2d 90 (Ark. 1983); Serrano v.Priest, 487 P.2d 1241 (Cal.
1971) eff'd, 557 P.2d 929 (Cal. 1976); Horton v.Meskill, 376 A.2d 359 (Conn. 1977); Rose
v.Council for Better Educ., 790 S.W.2d 186 (Ky. 1989); McDuffy v. Secretary, 615 N.E.2d
516 (Mass. 1993); Helene Elementary Sch. Dist. No. 1 v.State, 769 P.2d 684 (Mon. 1989);
Robinson v. Cahill, 303 A.2d 273 (NJ. 1973) and Abbott v. Burke, 575 A.2d 359 (NJ. 1990);
Small Sch. Sys. v. McWhitten, 851 S.W.2d 139 (Tenn. 1993); Edgewood Indep. Sch. Dist. v.
Kirby, 777 S.W.2d 391 (Tex. 1989); Bringham v.State No. 96-502 (Vt. 1997); Seattle Sch.
Dist. No. 1 v.State, 585 P.2d 71 (Wash. 1978); Pauley, 255 S.E.2d at 859; Washakie County
Sch. Dist. No. I v.Hersehler, 606 P.2d 310 (Wyo. 1980) and Campbell County Sch. Dist. v.
State, 907 P.2d 1238 (Wyo. 1995). See also Harper v. Hunt, Appendix to the Opinion of the
Justices, 624 So.2d 107 (Ala. 1993) (unappealed trial court decision); Unified Sch. Dist. No.
228 v.State, 885 P.2d 1170 (Kan. 1994) (upholding constitutionality of new, more equitable,
statute enacted in response to lower court opinion); Committee for Educ. Equality v.State, 878
S.W.2d 446 (Mo. 1994) (dismissing appeal of a judgment declaring finance system unconstitutional since Legislature had passed a new funding statute that had not been reviewed by the
lower court); Claremont Sch. Dist. v.Governor, 635 A.2d 1375 (N.H. 1993) (Declaratory Judgment remanded for trial); and Bismark Public Sch. Dist. No. 1 v.North Dakota Legisl. Assembly, 511 N.W.2d 247 (N.D. 1994) (holding finance system unconstitutional but not by requisite
"super majority" vote).
83. The cases in which defendants have prevailed in the highest state court are: MateanuskaSusitna Borough Sch. Dist. v.State, No. 4470 (Alas. 1997); .Lujan v. Bd. of Educ, 649 P.2d
1005 (Col. 1982); McDaniel v. Thomas, 285 S.E.2d 156 (Ga. 1982); Committee for Eduo.
Rights v. Edgar, 672 N.E.2d 1178 (11. 1996); School Administrative Dist. No. I v.Cmsr., 659
A.2d 854 (Me. 1995); Hornbeck v.Bd. of Educ., 458 A.2d 758 (Md. 1983); Milliken v.
Green, 212 N.W.2d 711 (Mich. 1973); Skeen v.State, 505 N.W.2d 299 (Minn. 1993); Gould
v.Orr, 506 N.W.2d 349 (Neb. 1993); Britt v.North Carolina State Bd. of Edue., 357 S.E2d
432, affld mem., 361 S.E.2d 71 (N.C. 1987); Fair Sch. Finance Council of Okla., Inc. v.State,
746 P.2d 1135 (Okla. 1987); Board of Educ., Cincinnati v.Walter, 39 N.E.2d 813 (Ohlo
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the highest courts have distinguished prior decisions for defendants or
found for plaintiffs on other grounds
Overall, plaintiffs have prevailed in almost two-thirds (fifteen of twenty-three) of the decisions
since 1989, indicating a strong trend in their favor in recent years
State courts in a majority of these highly-charged fiscal equity cases
appear to have taken strong stands for the same reason that the Connecticut Supreme Court majority acted in Shef. a perception that values critical to the functioning of a democratic society are at stake,
which must be acknowledged and upheld, even if specific methods for
remedying the problems are not immediately apparent. The continuing
denial of sufficient educational resources to the states' neediest schoolchildren, like the intensifying segregation and concomitant educational
deprivation suffered by Hartford's African-American and Latino schoolchildren, touch upon core "democratic imperatives" which even many
cautious state courts are reluctant to ignore.
Although recognizing a constitutional responsibility to take jurisdic1979); Coalition for Equitable Sch. Funding Inc. v. State, 811 P.2d 116 (Or. 1991); Danson v.
Casey, 399 A.2d 360 (Pa. 1979); City of Pawtucket v. Sundlun, 662 A2d 40 (RI. 1995);
Richland County v. Campbell, 364 S.E2d 470 (S.C. 1988); Scott v. Commonweallh, 443
S.E.2d 138 (Va. 1994); and Kukor v. Grover, 436 N.W.2d 568 (Ws. 1989).
84. See Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. State of New York, 655 N.E.2d 661 (N.Y.
1995) (distinguishing Board of Educ., Levittow Union Free Sch. Dist. v. Nyqulst 439 N.E2d
359 (N.Y. 1982)); Idaho Schools for Equal Educ. Opportunity v. Evans, 850 P.2d 724 (1993),
(distinguishing Thompson v. Engelking, 537 P.2d 635 (Idaho 1975)); and Roosevelt Elementaiy
Sch. Dist. v. Bishop, 877 P.2d 806 (Auiz. 1994). New challenges to state education finance
systems which seek to distinguish or reverse prior state Supreme Court rulings are currently
pending in Ohio and North Carolina. In Maryland, the trial court entered a consent order
providing additional funding for plaintiffs on November 26, 1996. See Bradford v. Maryland
Bd. of Educ, No.-943 40058 (Id. 1996).
85. Many of the recent cases have been based on allegations of a denial of a minimum
adequate education, rather than on allegations of disparities in the availability of resources under
state equal protection clauses. See Molly McUslc, The Use of Education Clauses In School
Ftance Litigation, 28 HARv. . LEGIs. 307 (1991). For an overview of the law in this area,
see Michael A. Rebell, Fiscal Equity in Education: Deconstructing the Reigning Myths and
Facing Realift,, 21 NYU Rv. OF L. AND Soc. CHANGE 691 (1994-95).
86. For example, the New York Court of Appeals, despite its general reluctance to consider
controversial public policy issues justiciable, see discussion supra p. 25, has accepted jurisdiction of fiscal equity claims. See Levittown v. NyquLst, 57 N.Y.2d 27, 39 (1982). Citing Ra&1guez, the Court upheld the rationality of the system, despite its inequities, but the Court also
noted that no one had alleged that any students were not receiving the "sound basic education"
guaranteed by the State Constitution. See i. at 59. Thirteen years later, when plaintiffs representing New York City public school students did allege that a substantial number of students
were being denied the constitutionally guaranteed level of education, the Court denied a motion
to dismiss and remanded the case for trial. Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. State, 655
N.E2d 661 (N.Y. 1995). The authors of the present article ore counsel for the plaintifs in
the CFE case. See also cases cited supra note 84.
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tion of these controversies, however, most state courts continue to be
extremely deferential to their legislatures at the remedial stage. In con-

tast with most federal district courts which tend to issue substantive
decrees in new model cases,

7

the prevalent judicial approach in state

fiscal equity cases has been to declare the existing system unconstitutional and to issue a general mandate for reform which leaves remedial
responsibility almost entirely in the legislature's hands.88

Judicial deference in these cases often results not in prompt, effective legislative solutions, but rather in political impasse, contempt mo-

tions, and new rounds of litigation. In Arkansas, for example, the supreme court's deference to the legislature in its 1983 decision 9 led to
only minor improvements in the school funding system. In 1992, prop-

erty poor school districts initiated another fiscal equity suit in which the
trial court held that the funding system, as of 1994, violated the constitution because it "fail[s] to provide a 'general, suitable and efficient
system of free public schools."' 9 The West Virginia Supreme Court's
failure to oversee implementation of its extensive constitutional order
has resulted in its dictates being largely ignored. 9' In New Jersey and

87. Desegregation decrees issued by the federal district courts generally prescribed detailed
remedial requirements on local school districts, see e.g., Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of
Educ., 311 F. Supp. 265 (1970), and, at times, on the state legislatures. See, e.g., Lidell v.
Board of Educ. of City of St. Louis, 801 F.2d 278 (8th Cir. 1986) (mandating state funding of
specific aspects of local desegregation plans). See also EDUCATIONAL POLICY-MAKING AND TIE
COURTS, supra note 9 (details of most remedial decrees in educational policy disputes other than
desegregation were based on plans negotiated by the parties).
88. See William E. Camp and David C. Thompson, School Finance Litigation: Legal Issues
and the Politics of Reform, 14 J. EDUC. FIN. 221, 237 (1988) (courts have consistently left
mechanism of finding to legislature unless forced to do otherwise).
89. Dupree, 651 S.W.2d at 90.
90. Lake View Sch. Dist. No. 25 of Phillips County v. Tucker, No. 92-5318 (Chancery Ct,
Pulaski County, Ark. 1994). In Lake new, the court stayed the effects of its decision two
years to give the State time to implement a constitutional system but declined to specify the
elements of such a system. See also Tucker v. Lake View Sch. Dist. No. 25 of Phillips County, 917 S.W.2d 530, 531 (Ark. 1996) (appeal of Chancery court opinion dismissed due to 2year stay and lack of final remedial decree).
91. See Pauley v. Bailey, 324 S.E.2d 128 (W.Va. 1984); Jeanette A. Sites & Richard Salmon, West Virginta's School Finance: A Look at the Past and Present, 17 J. EDU. FIN. 318
(1992); J.1. Flanigan, West Virginia's FinancialDilemma: The Ideal School System In the Real
World 15 J. EDUC. FIN. 229, 234 (1989).
Similarly, the Montana Supreme Court's deferral to the Legislature in 1989 led several
years later to two follow-up litigations. One of these cases was filed by the still-unhappy plaintiffs, see Helena Elem. Sch. DIst No. 1 v. State of Montana, No. BDV-91-1334 (Ist Jud'l
Dept.), and another by rural school districts which claimed that the new legislative program
discriminated against them. See Montana Rural Educ. Assoc. v. State of Montana, No. BDV-912065 (1st Jud'l Dept.).
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Texas there has been progress toward fiscal equity goals, but only after
a lengthy series of state supreme court compliance orders-nine so far
in New Jersey and three in Texas-which have included threats to
close down the entire state public school system. 2
The Connecticut Supreme Court was one of the first of the state
highest courts to invalidate a state education finance system, and, following the general tendency of the state courts, it also deferred to the
legislature at the remedial stage. In Horton v. Meskill,93 it held that the
right to education is fundamental under the Connecticut Constitution
and that the existing system, because it was based primarily on local
property taxes without regard to the extensive disparities in the tax
bases of the various local districts, was unconstitutional. Rather than
issuing a detailed remedial order, the court in Horton I explicitly stayed
its hand, "to give the legislative department an opportunity to act." 4
Although broadly deferring remedial responsibility to the legislature,
the court's opinion in Horton I did, however, provide a number of
guiding principles and standards for the General Assembly. Responding
to the dissent's fears that fiscal equity reform would require strict
equality in local expenditures and would cause the state to assume all
responsibility for the financing of education,s the majority in Horton I
specified that neither absolute equality nor the abandonment of meaningfuIl local choice would be required by its decision.'

92. In New Jersey, after a number of years of legislative Inaction and several contempt
motions, the Supreme Court threatened to shut down all the schools during the 1976-77 school
year if the new reform act was not fully funded, and did so for a short period of time during
the summer session. Robinson v. Cahill, 358 A.2d 457 (NJ. 1976) (enjoining cxpenditurcs,

except debt service, as of July 1 in this May 13 decision); and Robinson v. Cahill, 360 A2d
400 (NJ. 1976) (rescinding the injunction on July 9, after legislative action). See gcrzaral,
RICHARD IMEIE THe QUEST FoRJUsIcE: TH PoLmcs OF ScHOOL FranCE RFRi (1978); Mik
Jaffe & Kenneth Kersch, Guaranteeing a State Right for Quall, Education, The Judicral Political Dialogue in New Jersey, 20 L. & EDUC. 271 (1991).
The vehemence of these inter-branch confrontations is reflected in the following comments
of the Chairman of the Texas Legislative Conference Committee:
[Djo you truly believe the Supreme Court of Texas has the guts to shut the school
system down? ...
Well, I want to state here publicly and send them a message
across there, I don't believe they have the guts to do it.. . . The question Is
whether we have the guts to challenge the Supreme Court to shut the schools down.
Carrolton Farmer's Branch Indep. Sch. Dist v. Edgewood Indep. Sch. Dist, 826 S.W.2d 486,
514 (Texas 1992).
93. 376 A.2d 359, 374-75 (Conn. 1977) [hereinafter "Horton 1].
94. 1,dat 375. The Sheff decision specifically cited Horton I on this point. See Sheff,238
Conn. at 45-46, 678 A2d at 1290.
95. See Horton I, 172 Conn. at 661, 376 A2d at 380.
96. See Id at 651-652, 376 A.2d at 37S-376. The Court also drew attention to a range of
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The court's guiding principles in Horton I did not, however, avoid
fTuther litigation. Eight years after the Connecticut Supreme Court's
original decision, plaintiffs returned to attack the constitutionality of the
new education finance system which the legislature had adopted.97
The trial court in Horton 1ff found that the new statutory scheme,
based on a guaranteed tax base formula and minimum local expenditure
requirement, "provided a constitutionally appropriate mechanism to
'
reduce statewide disparity in educational resources."98
It also concluded, however, that the salutary effects of the statutory scheme were
undermined by the legislature's delay in implementing fully the new
system and by the availability of an optional curriculum for secondary
school students.99 The Connecticut Supreme Court did not rule directly
on the lower court's conclusions. Its decision clarified the meaning of
the applicable constitutional standard,' and remanded the case to the
trial court to reconsider whether the legislative actions and inactions at
issue would still be considered unconstitutional under the proper standard. 01
The trial court never had occasion to reconsider its findings because
the legislature further revamped the state's education finance system
shortly after the court issued its decision. 2 Apparently in response to
remedies which had been adopted in other states and took judicial notice of the fact that the
General Assembly had already established a "Commission to Study School Finance and Equal
Educational Opportunity." This body had issued a final report which called the present system
inherently inequitable and "recommended a specific program to correct the situation."
97. See Horton v. Meskill, 195 Conn. 24, 486 A2d 1099 (1985) [hereinafter Horton 111.
In Horton v. Meskill, 187 Conn. 187, 445 A.2d 579 (1982) [hereinafter Horton 111, the court
had upheld the denial of intervenor status to a number of school boards and municipalities.
Other school boards and individuals, including the Hartford Board of Education, had been permitted to intervene, although, in some cases, only for remedial purposes. See Horton I, 195
Conn. at 26, 486 A.2d at 1100.
98. Horton 11, 195 Conn. at 30, 486 A.2d at 1102.
99. See Id at 1102.
100. See Id at 1106. In contrast to federal equal protection doctrine which, in cases Involving "fundamental interests" requires a defendant to show a "compelling state interest to justify
any actions infringing on the right at issue," the Connecticut Supreme Court held that, under its
fundamental interest approach, the State's burden is to justify funding disparities "as incident to
the advancement of a legitimate state policy" which "as a whole, further[s] the policy of providing significant equalizing state support to local education." Id This "fundamental interest"
standard seems closer to the "middle ground" equal protection standard established by the Supreme Court in cases involving gender equity and illegitimacy issues, see, e.g., Craig v.
Borden, 429 U.S. 190 (1976); Lalli v. Lalli, 439 U.S. 259 (1978), than to federal strict scrutiny requirements.
101. See Horton 1, 195 Conn. at 45, 486 A.2d at 1110.
102. The Education Enhancement Act of 1986 began in 1986-87 and ended in 1988-89. The
passage of time and adoption of a new state-defined core curriculum had also rendered the
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indications that the previous reforms had resulted in much of the increased state aid being siphoned off to reduce local taxes rather than to
enhance education,"0 3 the legislature adopted a new percentage equalizing formula approach,' adopted a grant program based on a statewide
mm num salary scale for teachers,"' and beefed up the "minimum
expenditure requirement' ("MER").0 6 This MER requirement led to
further litigation against cities such as New Haven, which had difficulty
in maintaining their local share requirement in light of declining local
tax revenues."0 7
Although the Horton decision has apparently reduced the disparity
in educational expenditures among Connecticut's school districts," 3 at

optional high school curriculum issue moot. See I& at 40, 486 A.2d at 1108.
103. See George P. Richardson and Robert B.Lanite, Improvng Connecticut School Aid- A
Case Study With Model-Based Policy Analysts, 15 L EDU=. FIN. 169, 171 (1989).
104. See CONN. GEN. STAT. Amr. § 10-262(0-(h) (West Supp. 1996).
105. See Id § 10-257(b). Urban districts benefitted substantially from this program. For
example, in 1988-89, Hartford received $4.58 million in teacher salary aid and New Haven recerved $7.27 million. See id §10-257(c).
106. See id § 10-262j (West Supp. 1996). The MER calculations are based on a state-csabfished foundation expenditure level per pupil, with extra w ightings for children from lol;-income families and for those who score below the remedial standards of the Connecticut Mastery Tests. A local district must spend at least the local share of that amount, or the local
share it spent the previous yearwhichever is higher.
107. See New Haven v. State Board of Educ, 638 A2d 589 (Conn. 1994) (upholding State
Department of Education order requiring City of New Haven to provide additional S2 million
to the New Haven Board of Education).
108. "Success" is a difficult concept to define when dealing with dynamic, ongoing social
reform processes. For example, the Connecticut Supreme Court in Horton iX reported that the
disparity in per pupil expenditures between the town at the 95th percentle and that at the 5th
percentile had declined from 86.9% in 1983-84 to 70.1% in the 1993-94 school year. 195
Conn. at 40 n.16, 486 A.2d. at 1108 n.16. In the fiscal equity conte. though, it Is not clea
whether success means equal inputs, equal outcomes, or equal opportunity n light of differential needs. See ROBERT BmN Am Lama SEma, Tim sEASURB ' OF EqvrY Sioo Ftn ce
(1984).
A specific measure of success in this area, which is widely utilized by social scientists, is
overall increases in state spending for education. By this measure, one analyst has found Connecticut's post-Horton performance wanting, since he concluded that after accounting for inflation, enrollment, and other variables the court decision was "associated with declines In state
education funding." Michael Heise, 7he Effect of Constitutional Ltigatlon on Fducatlon FInance: More Prelmnbmy Ana ,ses and Modeling, 21 J.EDu. Faa. 195, 212 (1995). Helse's
analysis, however, exemplifies the shortcomings of conclusions drawn by social scientists who
sometimes seem unaware of the extent and implications of legal processes. He notes, for example, that in Connecticut, "education spending changed notably in 1984 and 1987," but discounts this development because "there is no reason to attribute these changes to the 1977
court decision." .,-at 207. The period 1984-1987, however, encompassed the court decisions
and legislative response in Horton II which, as noted above, put the Legislatur on notice that
delays in fully funding the new constitutional scheme might not be tolerated. The sharp in-
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the present time, more than two decades after the Connecticut Supreme
Court's initial Horton ruling, the problem of adequate and equitable
resources for urban schoolchildren has still not been solved. From this
perspective, Sheff can be considered a further act in the as yet unresolved Horton drama. One of the plaintiffs' major contentions in Sheff
was that minority students in Hartford were not receiving the minimally
adequate education guaranteed by the state constitution because the
State is not providing the minimum resources necessary to meet the
needs of these students." 9 Although both the trial court and the supreme court majority, for different reasons, declined to address this
issue,"' it is clear that both racial segregation and resource inadequacies
continue to fuel a vicious cycle that denies equal educational opportunities to minority students.'
Thus, the history of Horton, like that of
crease in state expenditures at that time might well, therefore, be directly attributable to the
court decision.
For a general overview of the largely inconclusive social science literature in this area, see
John Dayton, Examining the Efficacy of Judicial Involvement in Public School Funding Reform,
22 . EDUC. FIN. 1 (1996). A particularly interesting study in this area is G. Allen Hickrod,
et. a]., The Effect of ConstitutionalLitigation on Education Finance:A PreliminaryAnaj~srl, 18
J. EDuc. FIN, 180, 189 (1992), which concluded after studying 42 states in which fiscal equity
litigations had been filed that "it is not the legal outcome of the case that is critical, but, rather, the act of pressing this suit and the pressure this suit brings on the state legislative body"
that results in the implementation of reforms.
109. See.Plaintiffs' Brief at 56-60, Sheff v. O'Neil, 238 Conn. 1, 678 A2d 1267 (1996).
The facts here are a bit complex. The parties stipulated that overall per pupil expenditures in
Hartford were $8,126 per pupil in 1991-92, compared .to an average of $7,331 per pupil In the
21 combined suburbs. See Plaintiffs' and Defendants' Revised Stipulation of Facts at 174, Sheff,
238 Conn. 1, 678 A2d 1267. They farther stipulated, however, that Hartford had paid Its employees $2,361 more per pupil in employee benefits than the State average from 1980-1992, ld
at 107, and spent approximately $2,000 less per pupil during that time period on a) pupil
and instructional services, b) textbooks and instructional supplies, c) library books and periodicals, and d) equipment and plant operations than the State average for these items. Id at 106.
Although Hartford's net current expenditures ranked 20th out of 169 cities and towns in Connecticut in 1991-92, according to the State Department of Education's expenditure data, Plaintiffs' expert concluded that when these figures were calculated to measure proportional need and
to exclude special grants, Hartford ranked 133rd out of 169. See GARY NATRImELO, A DESCRIFnVB
St DY OF THE tECDAT L RaM s OF IARRD PtBUC S OMS AND D SPAR ES WMI On
WTRICTS 157-158 (1992).
110. The trial court in Sheff v. O'Neill, No. 89-0360977S, 1995 WL 230992 (Conn. Super.
Ct. April 12, 1995), held "that the plaintiff; have failed to prove that 'state action is a direct
and sufficient cause of the conditions' which are the subject matter of plaintiffi' complaint...
and that accordingly the constitutional claims asserted... need not be addressed. '1d at *29.
The Supreme Court majority concluded that "[w]e need not decide, in this case, the extent to
which substantial socioeconomic disparities in educational resources would themselves be sufficient to require the State to intervene in order to equalize educational opportunities." Sheff, 238
Conn. at 25, 678 A.2d at 1281.
111. See discussion infra at notes 62-63.
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other state court fiscal equity litigations, indicates that extensive judicial
deference to the legislature at the remedial stage does not lead to longterm solutions to these deep-rooted social problems.
In.

EFFICACY AND ENGAGEMENT:

A NEw RmEDIAL APPROACH

Examples of successful remedies in some federal school desegregation situations and promising results in. certain state fiscal equity cases

indicate that, contra the critics of judicial activism, courts can promote
On the other hand, the lack of meaningful
effective social reform.'
desegregation in many major cities" 3 and the fact that many institutionSchool inequality between suburbia and central city crucially reinforces racial isolation
in housing, and the resulting segregation of the schools consistently inhibits progress
toward funding a therapeutic answer for the elimination of school Inequality. If we
are to exorcise the evils of separateness and inequality, we must view them together,
for each dimension of the problem renders the other more difficult to solve-racially
separate schools inhibit elimination of school segregation.
John Silard & Barrio Goldstein, Toward Abolition of Local Funding In Public Education, 3 J.
LAW & EDuc. 307, 324 (1974).
112. A 1987 federal government study of school desegregation examined all school districts
with 50,000 or more students and a sample of districts with 15,00 to 50,000 student% 125
districts in all. See F. WAlSH AND A. LIGHT, NEW EviDENcE OF SCHOOL DEsEGREaAIION, U.S.
COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS CLEARINGHOUSE PUBUCAToN 92 (1987). The study not only found
significant desegregation achievements, but also concluded that court-ordered desegregation plans
were crucial to that success. For example, the defendant school district in Smnn v. ChlotteMecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 402 U.S. 1 (1971), showed the greatest degree of desegregation,
while all ten of the most improved districts had "adopted one or more desegregation plans,"
most court-ordered. Id. at 40-41, Table 13. A separate list of the ten most integrated school
districts by the mid-1980s included districts under court-ordered plans, such as Columbus, Ohio,
see Columbus Bd. of Educ. v. Penick, 443 U.S. 449 (1979), Wilmington-New Castle, Delaware,
see Buchanan v. Evans, 423 U.S. 963, ilff'g mem, 393 F. Supp. 428 (D. DeL 1975), and
Pasadena, California, see Pasadena City Bd. of Educ. v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424 (1976). See
also David R. James, Cihy Limits on Racial Equality: The Effects of Cits)-Suburb oBoundaries on
Public School Desegregation, 1968-1976, 54 AM( SO. REV. 963, 969-70, 978 (1989) (finding
that "court intervention had a strong desegregative effect"); Armor, supra note 62, at 208 C'. .
. there is more racial balance and more interracial exposure than there would have been without any court interventions"); James S. Liebman, Desegregating Polities: "Allout" School DesegregationExplained, 90 COLML. L. REV. 1463, 1465-69 (1990) (discussing many places where
desegregation has succeeded or is in progress) [hereinafter "Liebman"].
More recently, federal courts have recounted successful desegregation efforts in their opinions granting motions to terminate court jurisdiction over school districts that they have supervised for decades. See, e.g., Arthur v. Nyquist, 904 F. Supp. 112 (W.D.N.Y. 1995); Keyes v.
Sch. Dist. No. 1, 902 F. Supp. 1274 (D. Col. 1995); Coalition to Save Our Children v. Stale
Bd. of Educ. of Delaware, 901 F. Supp. 784 (D. Del. 1995).
See discussion, infra notes 130-133 regarding promising fiscal equity remedies in Kentucky
and Kansas.
113. See Liebman, supra note 112, at 1470-79 (discussing places, including New York City,
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al reform litigations have resulted in repeated non-compliance motions
and are still on the active dockets of the federal and state courts, without satisfactory resolution, two decades or more after they were initiated," 4 indicates that the courts' remedial efforts have not been consistently or sufficiently successful.
The mixed record of success in both federal and state institutional
reform litigations stems, we believe, not from any inherent institutional
incapacity, but rather from the lack of doctrinal clarity and from a
reluctance to utilize fully the courts' inherent institutional strengths.
Federal desegregation doctrine fails to emphasize consistently the need
for effective results, while state courts defer excessively to the legislative or executive branches.
Both of these shortcomings can be ameliorated, we believe, by a
remedial approach which clearly emphasizes the need for effective resuits," 5 and does so in a manner that is appropriately respectful-but

Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Los Angeles, and Atlanta where desegregation is "not alive").
For case studies of substantial public resistance to desegregation decrees in a number of major
urban areas, see THE Lmirs OF JusncE: THE CoUR's ROLE INSCHOOL DESEGREGATION (Howard 1.
Koladner and James J. Fishman ed. 1978).
114. See, e.g., Missouri v. Jenkins, 115 S. Ct. 2038, 2042 (1995) (initiated in 1977 and first
remedial order issued in 1985 in Missouri v. Jenkins, 639 F. Supp. 19 (W.D. Mo), af 'd, 807
F.2d 657 (8th Cir. 1986), cert denied, 484 US. 816 (1987)); Brown v. Board of Eduo., 978
F.2d 585 (10th Cir. 1992), cerL denied, 113 S. Ct. 2994 (1993) (imitiated in 1951 by an African-American parent whose 8 year-old was bused twenty miles to a segregated school and
continued by that former student on behalf of her two children in Brown X, Brown v. Board
of Educ., 84 F.R.D. 383 (D. Kan. 1979)); Little Rock Sch. Dist. v. Pulaski County Special
Sch. Dist. No. 1, 56 F.3d 904 (8th Cir. 1995) (first decided in 1957 in Aaron v. Cooper, 143
F. Supp. 855 (E.D. Ark.) and liability for continuing segregation expanded to include 2 adjacent school districts in 1984 in Little Rock Sch. Dist. v. Pulaski County Special Sch. Dist,
584 F. Supp. 328 (E.D. Ark.)); Abbott v. Burke, 643 A.2d 575 (NJ. 1995) (latest iteration of
litigation initiated in 1973, as Robinson v. Cahill, 303 A.2d 273); Campbell County Sch. Dist.
v. State, 907 P.2d 1238 (Wyo. 1995) (latest iteration of litigation initiated in 1971 as
Sweetwater County Planning Comm. for Organization of Sch. Dist. v. Henkel, 491 P.2d 1234
(Wyo. 1971)).
One commentator has argued that the court's role in major social reform has been overstated and that desegregation and other major social reforms were affected by a broad range of
political, social, and economic variables beyond the court's intervention. Gerald N. Rosenberg,
THE HOLWw HOPE: CAN COURTs BRING ABou" SociAL CHANGE? (1991). See also Michael J.
Klarman, The Puzzling Resistance of Political Process Theory, 77 VA. L. RM. 747, 805-13
(1991) (arguing that emergence of a national political coalition, rather than court decisions, led
to the demise of school segregation in the South); William A. Taggart, Redefining the Poter of
the Federal Judiciary: The Impact of the Court-OrderedPrison Reform on Stte Expenditures
for Correction, 23 L. & Soc'Y REV. 241, 166 (1989) (finding that "courts have played a linited, if sometimes significant, role in shaping state expenditures").
115. Federal desegregation doctrine, in order to achieve this goal, would, of course, need to
reconsider Mlliken which, in essence, precludes meaningfil desegregation for most large metro-
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not excessively deferential-to the functions and prerogatives of the
legislative and executive branches. When dealing with highly controversial constitutional values that implicate core democratic values,
courts also need to take account of and engage the publio-at-large in
the formulation and implementation of substantive remedial guidelines.
Thus, a remedial doctrine should be based on principles of both efficacy and engagement.
A. Efficacy
Although separation of powers concerns must; of course, be respected in the development of effective remedies, separation of powers
should not be viewed in rigid, negative terms. The central fear of the
framers of the Constitution was not a tight compartmentalization of
responsibilities, but rather the avoidance of excessive concentration of
power in one of the political branches. As James Madison put it, the
key issue was whether 'the whole power of one department is exercised by the16same hands which possess the whole power of another
department."'
An appropriate separation of powers perspective, therefore, is one
that respects the differing functional domains of the three branches of
government and promotes among them a sustained "colloquy"' on
effective problem solving mechanisms. An appropriate colloquy would
build on the insights of comparative institutional analysis" 8 which postulates that each of the three branches of government has specific insti-

politan areas. The Connecticut Supreme Court in She.O, by invalidating de facto segregation in
the Hartford metropolitan area, has, in essence, rendered the Mlllken doctrine inoperative in the
State of Connecticut and opened the way for the development of thorough-going, effective desegregation remedies.
116. THE FDaERASr No. 47 302-03 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed. 1961). See also
THOMAS JEFFEnSOx, NOTES ON THE STATE OF VIRGNA 195 (1787) (The concentrating of these in
the same hands is precisely the definition of despotic government.'); Sharp, The Clahical
American Doctrine of "T7m Separation of Powers" 2 U. CR1L L. REV. 385 (emphasizing the

"blending of powers among the three branches); Edward Levi, Some Aspects of the Separation
of Powers, 76 CoLum. L. REV. 371, 372-75 (fear of legislative, not judicial power, was framers' prime concern).
117. See ALEMDER BICL, THE LEAST DANmous BRANCH (1962). Friedman, s ranote 65, at
772, similarly calls for a remedial regime of "cooperation of powers" which would have "the
branches work together to some extent." For a discussion of a colloquy between state courts
and legislatures on statutory issues, see Shirley S. Abrahamson & Robert L Hughes, Shafl We
Dance? Steps for Legislators and Judges in Statutory Interpretation, 75 TM.
(1991).

118. See discussion, supra note 36 and accompanying text.
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tutional strengths and weaknesses in regard to remedial problem solving. The focus, therefore, should not be on particular judicial shortcomings, but on how the strengths of each of the branches can be
jointly brought to bear to solve critical social problems.
In regard to remedying divisive social conflicts, the courts' institutional strength lies in their principled orientation and long-term staying
power, the legislature's strong suit is its flexibility in establishing a social policy agenda and its comprehensive policy-making capability, and
the executive's strength lies in its range of resources and capacity to
respond directly to practical implementation needs." 9 Thus, the proper
role of the courts is to explicate and apply to remedial issues the constitutional values at issue and to establish stable implementation and
monitoring processes that will ensure that these values are put into
effect. The legislature's role is to develop specific implementation approaches which will effectuate the constitutional values in a manner
that is consistent with other social needs and priorities, and the executive's function is to administer the implementation plan in a manner
consistent with the constitutional values and legislative criteria.
In the context of an institutional reform litigation, the courts' overarching commitment to achieving effective results is essential. Left to
their own devices, legislatures and executive agencies, even if they
acknowledge the existence of inequities or inadequacies, are not likely
to provide meaningful relief, since they tend to be answerable politically to the established power interests that benefit from the status quo. 2

119. For a detailed discussion of the comparative institutional strengths of the three branches
of government, see MICHAEl A. REBEL & ATHUR. BLoCm, EUALITY AND EMUCATIO,,4 mzra note
36. See also ORrEaD, ET AL, u=pra note 53, at 350 ("Courts have some special strengths in removal from politics and the ability to stay with a complex issue long enough to Implement
change."); J. W. HURST, DEALING WrrH STATUrEs 2-3 (1982) (discussing breadth oflegislativejuris.
diction); Nell K. Komesar, Taking Institutions Seriouwiy: Introduction to a Strategyfor Consiltutional A4nablysl, 51 U. CM. L. REV. 366, 371-372 (discussing flexibility and resources of the
political branches); CHARLES LNDBLOOM, T1E INTELLIGENCE OF DEMOCRACY (1965) (discussing the
"mutual adjustment"mode of legislative decision making).
120. In Levittown v. Nyquist, 439 N.E.2d. 359 (N.Y. 1982), the New York Court of Appeals
held that fiscal equity reform, which it acknowledged was clearly needed was a matter "peculiarly appropriate for formulation by the Legislative body." Id at 369. After the trial court
had declared the existing system unconstitutional, the Legislature had established a commission
which had presented a detailed report and recommendations in February 1982, four months
before the Court of Appeals' decision reversing the lower court's orders. Following the hIgh
court's reversal, the Legislature disbanded the Commission and ignored its recommendations.
See MICHAEL A. REBELL Er AL, FISCAL EQUINY IN EDUCAION: A PROPOSAL FOR A DLALOGIC REMEDY,
71-72 (1995) (on file with authors).
Indeed, early reactions to the Court's broad deferral order in Sheff are not encouraging in
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Thus, once a constitutional value has been identified, it is the courts
that must initiate and sustain an effective colloquy. In doing so, the
courts should provide the legislative and executive branches with clear
guidelines on expected directions and a workable framework for organizing and monitoring the results, but the judges should not
fully formulate the substance of the remedy or micro-manage its implementation.'?' Awareness of the courts' seriousness of purpose in pursuing
meaningful results can induce the other two branches to carry out these
functions in an effective manner.
The guiding principles which courts need to articulate at the remedial stage of an institutional reform litigation are related to, but distinct
from, the constitutional or statutory principles announced at the liability
stage of the litigation. These "remedial principles" should further explicate the abstract concepts, render them operational, and sometimes
should include concrete guidelines for legislative and executive action.
In addition, courts should articulate a specific implementation framework to ensure that the necessary reforms are promptly devised and
effectively put into practice. The implementation framework should
delineate the procedures and methodologies that the court uses to supervise the remedial process, and it should include the specific
timelines. Many courts have, in the past, articulated such remedial
principles and established such implementation frameworks. What has
generally been lacking, however, is a remedial doctrine that consistently
develops and applies these concepts and does so in a context that emphasizes efficacy in terms of concrete results.
An example of the articulation of a set of remedial principles is the
seven-part definition of an "efficient education" set forth by the Kentucky Supreme Court in Rose v. Council for Better Education. After

this regard. Although Governor Rowland spoke strongly about obeying the Court's order and
established a panel to develop recommendations for the 1997 legislative session, a number of
legislators were reported be to strategizing to delay any response in hopes that the Cout, after
Chief Justice Peters' retirement, will reconsider or "soften the impact of the decision." Charges
of "race-baiting" among legislators also quickly emerged. See Jonathan Rabinowitz, Hartford
School Integration Panel Fonned. Afier 5-4 Ruling [sic] Lamrrakers FearStalling In Hoe of
Revernal N.Y. TbES, July 26, 1996, at B-2.

121. One commentator points out that:
Although . . . the legislature is properly entrusted to develop policies and allocate

funds, this does not mean that the legislature is able to discern the constitutional parameters within which such decisions must be made. Positive constitutional guarantees support such parametes and the judiciary is best able to define these parameters
impartially.
Feldman, supra note 76, at 1087.
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declaring that the State's public education system violated the education
article of the state constitution, the Kentucky Supreme Court held that:
[Ain efficient system of education must have as its goal to
provide each and every child with at least the seven following
capacities:
(i) sufficient oral and written communication skills to
enable students to function in a complex and rapidly
changing civilization;
(ii) sufficient knowledge of economic, social, and political systems to enable students to make informed
choices;
(iii) sufficient understanding of governmental processes to
enable the student to understand the issues that affect
his or her community, state, and nation;
(iv) sufficient self-knowledge and knowledge of his or her
mental and physical wellness;
(v) sufficient grounding in the arts to enable each student
to appreciate his or her cultural and historical heritage;
(vi) sufficient training or preparation for advanced training
in either academic or vocational fields so as to enable each child to choose and pursue life work intelligently; and
(vii) sufficient level of academic or vocational skills to
enable public school students to compete favorably
with their counterparts in surrounding states, in academics or in the job market."

122. Rose v. Council for Better Educ., 790 S.W.2d 186, 212 (Ky. 1989). See also MeDuffy
v. Sec'y, 615 N.2d 516, 554 (Mass. 1993) (citing with approval the Rose definition);
Claremont Sch. Dist. v. Governor, 635 A.2d 1375, 1378 (N.H. 1993). 'Th New York Court of

Appeals, in its recent decision in Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. New York, 655 N..2d
661, 666 (N.Y. 1995), defined the "sound basic education" guaranteed by the state
constitution
in terms of "the basic literacy, calculating, and verbal skills necessary to enable children to
eventually function productively as civic participants capable of voting and serving on a jury."
The Court further specified that "the State must assure that some essentials are provided," Including "adequate physical facilities . . . minimal instrumentalities of learning... minimally adequate teaching of reasonably up-to-date curricula ... by sufficient personnel adequately trained
to teach those subject areas." m, See also Campbell Co. Sch. Dist. v. State, 907 P.2d 1238,
1279 (Wyo. 1995) (setting forth for legislative consideration aspects of a "quality cducaltoW'
including small schools, uniform substantive curricula, appropriate provision for at-risk students,
outcome standards and timely and meaningful assessment, based on trial testimony).
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In the desegregation context, the U.S. Supreme Court articulated a
number of important remedial principles in Swann v. CharlotteMecklenberg Board of Education when it stated that a) racial balance
figures, but not racial quotas, may be used in a remedial order, b) that
not every all black or all white school must be eliminated as an indispensable part of a remedial process of desegregation; d) attendance
zones may be gerrymandered during the desegregation process; and d)
busing may be used as part of a desegregation plan.'
Swann also illustrates the use of concrete judicial guidelines for
remedial follow-up by the other branches. After stating that racial
balance figures, one race schools, gerrymandered attendance zones and
busing may be used in desegregation plans, the Court indicated how
each of these factors should be approached in practical terms. For
example, in regard to racial balance figures, the Court held that:
The Constitutional command to desegregate schools does not
mean that every school in every community must always reflect
the racial composition of the school system as a whole ....
We see therefore that the use made of mathematical ratios was
no more than a starting point in the process of shaping a remedy, rather than an inflexible requirement"2
Similarly, in regard to busing, the Court said that although "[n]o
rigid guidelines as to student transportation can be given for the application to the infinite variety of problems presented in thousands of
situations," among the factors that should be weighed in any particular
situation is whether "the time or distance of travel is so great as to risk
the health of the children or significantly impinge on the educational
process" and "the age of the students."' s
Establishing an appropriate implementation framework was the central remedial concern of the U.S. Supreme Court in Brown 11 Among
the specific questions the Court posed to the parties for further briefing
and argument at the end of Brown I were:
a. Should this Court formulate detailed decrees in these cases;
b. Should this Court appoint a special master to hear evidence
with a view to recommending specific terms for such decrees;
123. See Swam v. Charlote-Mlecklenburg Bd. of Educ, 402 US. I, 22-29 (1971).
124. 1d at 24-25.
125. Id at 29-31.
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c. Should this Court remand to the courts of first instance
with directions to frame decrees in these cases, and, if so,
what general directions should the decrees of this Court
include and what procedures should the courts of first instance follow in arriving at the specific terms of more detailed decrees?" 6
After extensive deliberation, the Court issued a decision in Brown
IT which rejected the first two possible judicial roles, formulating decrees on its own initiative or appointing a special master, and accepted
the third approach of relying on the local federal district courts. Since
that time, it has been the responsibility of the federal district courts to
establish specific procedures for the creation of local district plans and
for monitoring their implementation. 27 The district courts have adopted
a wide variety of procedures to accomplish this mission. For example,
the implementation framework adopted by the United States District
Court for the Western District of North Carolina in the Swamn case
originally relied upon the defendant school board to propose a plan;
when, after four opportunities, the board failed to submit an adequate
document, the Judge appointed a national desegregation expert to advise
the court. Once a final plan was adopted, the court established a specific time table for integration at each grade level and a procedure for
considering modifications of the order during the implementation process.' In the Buffalo, New York desegregation case, by way of contrast, the court held dozens of hearings and meetings with the parties to
help formulate a remedial plan, and later ordered the City to provide
substantial additional
funding to support the plan adopted by the Board
29
of Education.1
In regard to remedies in fiscal equity cases, as discussed above,
state supreme courts generally establish a very loose implementation
framework by vesting virtually untrammeled initial responsibility for
formulating a remedial plan directly in the state legislature, while directing the trial court to retain jurisdiction to monitor the process with

126. See Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 349 U.S. 294, 299 n2 (1955).
127. The federal district courts have utilized a wide range of approaches for formulating local
plans and overseeing their implementation, including the use of expert consultants, citizen panels, and monitoring committees. See discussion infra Part Ill. B.
128. See Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 311 F. Supp. 265, 269 (W.D.N.C.
1970).
129. See Arthur v. Nyquist, 547 F. Supp. 468 (W.D.N.Y. 1982).
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limited guidance.13 Some state courts, however, have devised specific,
innovative mechanisms for formulating remedial plans. In Kansas, for
example, the trial judge induced the parties to delay judicial proceedings pending legislative action,"' and invited the legislative and executive leaders to meet at an educational finance summit which he convened to discuss options for reform, with input from the State Board of
Education. 3 The October 1991 summit led to the formation of a Governor's Special Task Force and adoption of a comprehensive school
finance reform statute in May 1992.'
Although these examples illustrate how courts have articulated remedial principles and established implementation frameworks in some
cases, the basic problem is that neither the federal nor the state courts
tend to do so in a timely, consistent and effective manner, and they
have failed to provide legislatures, administrators, and lower courts with
clear, purposeful guidance. Often the remedial principles they announce
are limited in scope and/or they are issued years after their original
liability decision, thus delaying effective implementation or allowing
strong public resistance to develop." 4 In state fiscal equity cases, few

130. See discussion supra PartH.
131. See Mock v. State, No. 91-CV-1009 (Shawnee County District Court, slip op. (Oct. 14,
1991). The Judge pressed the legislative and executive branches to enact a new school finance

system by issuing an "Opinion of the Court on Questions of Law Presented in Advance of
Trial" which strongly indicated that the then current school finance system would be found
unconstitutional if the case proceeded to trial. For an analysis of Judge Bullock's opinion, see
Philip C. Kissam, Constitutional Thought and Public Schools: An Ersn on Mock v. State of

Kansas, 31 WASHBURN LJ. 474 (1992) (providing the slip opinion as an addendum to the

arti-

cle).
132. Se OCH BaU ELsr'Y WrMK .r A
CADM
CM Ka4s SCM0. FANCE REM1. AIM "ME
1992 SCaOOL DsMrcr FIWc Am QUAIT PEFRN. M Acr 20 (May 9,199, )(on file with the
authors) [hereinafter "BERGEK".

133. School District Finance and Quality Performance Act, 1992 Kim. Sess. Las, Ch. 280
(1996 Supp.). When the legislative process bogged down In the Senate in April 1992, the court
held a pre-trial conference to remind the legislature and the executive that "the sole point in
this case is children and their right to an equal educational opportuni," set a June 1 trial
date, and raised the specter of closing the schools in the Fall of 1992. Berger, supra note 132
at 128. The content of the statute subsequently enacted followed closely the court's opinion
with its focus on equity. See Mock v. State, No. 91-CV-1009, (Shavnee County District Court,
slip op. October 13, 1991); KAN. STAT. ANN. §§ 72-6405 to -6440 (1995 Supp.). When the new
state school finance system was challenged in Unified Sch. Dist. No. 229 v. State, 885 P..d
1170 (Kan. 1994), the Kansas Supreme Court upheld the statute as constitutional in a unanimous opinion.
134. Lack of effective timelines has historically been a particular problem in federal desegregation cases, mainly because in Broirn H, the U.S. Supreme Court's "all deliberate speed"
adage falled to establish definite timelins for compliance actions. Brown v. Bd.of Educ., 349
U.S. 294, 301 (1955). See also Sheff v. O'Neill, 678 A2d 1267, 1290 (Conn. 1996). For a
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appellate or trial courts have even attempted to establish clear implementation frameworks to guide legislative planning or administrative
implementation. In deferring to state legislatures to formulate remedial
plans, these state courts have also have tended to leave the timelines
for compliance open-ended.' 35
Deep-seated public opposition to desegregation, fiscal equity, and
other highly controversial decisions undoubtedly has affected the courts'
ability and willingness to ensure the implementation of effective remedies in these cases. Courts do not have unlimited political capital to
expend and cannot consistently take stands that stir strong, sustained
opposition.136 Nevertheless, the courts can not, consistent with their
role as articulators and guardians of constitutional values-and in order
to maintain their own institutional integrity-be perceived as yielding to
political resistance after they have articulated critical constitutional values. Moreover, courts can have substantial influence on public perceptions and public opinion and the stance they take can affect strongly
the tides of public opinion.'
We believe, therefore, that the courts
need to acknowledge the importance of public opinion on these issues
and to respond to that reality by devising better ways to understand and
detailed discussion of the pros and cons of the Brown 1f decision, see Gewirtz supra noto 9, at
609-26.
135. Edgewood was an exception which proves the rule. See Edgewood 1, 777 S.V.2d at
391. The Texas Supreme Court there established a tight, 7.month timeframe for legislative
action, which the trial court later extended on its own initiative, an action which provoked the
Supreme Court's wrath. See Edgewood fI, 804 S.W.2d 491, 498 (Tex. 1991). The court's tight
time requirements led to relatively prompt legislative action, although the Legislature's first two
attempts at compliance were invalidated by the court before the third one was upheld. 893
S.W.2d 450 (Tex. 1995). Follow-up compliance decisions tend to contain speciflo timelines.
See, e.g., Herschler, 606 P.2d at 340 (3 years); Campbell County Sch. Dist. v. State, 907 1.2d
1238, 1280 (Wyo. 1995) (1Y years); Abbott v. Burke, 575 A2d at 410 (15 months).
136. See, e.g., ROBERT G. MCCLOSKEY, T1M AMERICAN SUPREmE COURT (1961) (relating the U.S.
Supreme Court's strength to Its sensitivity to deep-rooted popular perspectives); Colin S. Diver,
The Judge as PoliticalPowerbroker: Superintending Structural Change In Public Institutions, 65
VA. L. REV. 43, 104 (1979)("the very source of a judge's political power is ultimately Its linltation. A judge's actions must conform to that narrow band of conduct considered appropriate
for so anti-majoritarian an institution."); SUNSTEIN, supra note 39, at 178 (arguing that "constitutional law is a mixture of substantive principle and institutional constraint").
137. See e.g., Sperling, supra note 61, at 1764-65; Little Rock Sch. Dist. v. Pulaski County
Special Sch. Dist, 584 F. Supp. 328, 330-35 (S.D. Ark. 1984) (chronicling impact of Browr I
on public officials and public opinion in Little Rock). See also Roberts v. United States Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609 (1984). In Roberts, the United States Supreme Court upheld the Minnesota
Supreme Court's ruling that the local Jaycee chapter could not deny women full membership
under that State's human rights law. Although the ruling was effective only in Minnesota, the
national Jaycees immediately changed their bylaws to allow women to become members. "See
Jaycees Vote to Admit Women to Membership, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 17, 1984, at A8.
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influence public perceptions and public attitudes.
B. Engagement
Recognizing that they often lack sufficient information to allow
them to understand the range of complex facts involved or the political
ramifications of various possible alternative courses of action, courts
have utilized a broad variety of implementation devices, including special masters, expert panels, and requirements for additional fact-finding
or negotiations by the parties to inform themselves of the issues and of
their political implications."B But with highly controversial institutional
reform cases--especially those that are likely to engender substantial
political resistance-the courts need to go further. In order to promote
effective remedial solutions, they need to engage the public actively in
this process.
In highly charged institutional reform litigation, courts should promote broad-based public discussion and involvement in both the formulation of the remedial principles and the implementation of the remedial
scheme. Such public participation can provide the courts with detailed
information on the complex range of factual and political issues which
need to be considered, while also educating the public on the significance of the constitutional values the courts seek to uphold. A public
engagement process can also promote consensus-building that will ultimately lead to public acceptance of necessary reforms and help induce
the legislature to enact those reforms.139
Even if full consensus is not achieved, well-organized community
dialogues often result in people finding that they agree on many more
issues or aspects of issues than any of them had originally understood. ' Where disagreement remains, participants often formulate
138. See Mshkin, spra note 32, at 966 (noting that judges tend to be "partlcularly susceptible to the views of a specific, relatively small elite group of society- their training and conception of their roles, by steering them away from openly political influences, make them more
dependent on professional and social contexts (and] steers them to books and magazines for
sources of views about social policy"); See REBELL & BLOCK, supra note 9, at 210-11 (noting
successful remedial supervision by federal courts in a variety of non-desegregation cases including liberal granting of intervenor and amnicus status).
139. See Susan Sturm, The Promise of Partlc4atlon, 78 IOWA L REV. 981, 1002-07 (1993)
(arguing that public deliberation promotes both concrete declsion-making and remedial implementation); Juno HAEMAS, BErwEEN FAcTs Ahm NOnS CI. 8 (1996) (articulating a"discou=s
theory of democracy," under which rational dialogue necessary to energize the closed legislative,
executive, and judicial systems occurs "on the periphery" in the encounters of pubic interest
groups, associations, cultural establishments, etc.).
140. Empirical sociological research confirms that "when citizens are engaged In thinking
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working positions that all can endorse, or at least accept, without feeling that they have abandoned their own basic beliefs. Open, honest
interchange leads to new understandings, not only of the opponent's
p&osition, but also of one's own. 41
Citizen involvement has, in fact, proven effective in many school
desegregation cases. Trial judges in many of these situations have established bi-racial committees to assist them with the major educational
restructuring that accompanied desegregation. Typically, these committees have helped to develop a desegregation plan,142 monitor implementation of the decree,143 or improve community relations.'4
about the whole, they find their conceptions of their interests broadened, and their commitment
to the search for common good deepens." ROBERT N. BELLAH ET AL., THE GOOD SOCIEIY 135
(1991); see, e.g., JEFFREY M. BERRY Er AL., THE REBIRTH OF URBAN DEmOCRAcY 209-10 (1993)
(finding through study of community decision-making in five American cities that citizen participation builds consensus).
141. See Martha Minow, Foreword: Justice Engendered, 101 HARv. L. Rv. 10, 72 (1987)
(discussing the need to take the perspective of the person you have called "different');
Liebman, supra note 112, at 1607 (applying Minnow's concepts to the desegregation context);
Mark Seidenfeld, A Civic Republican Justiftcationfor the BureaucraticState, 105 HARV. L. REV.
1511, 1539 (1992) ("The process of deliberation . . . frequently enables society to come close
[to consensus] in the sense of arriving at a set of principles to which most- citizens would

agree.").
142. In Kelley v. Metropolitan County Bd. of Educ., 492 F. Supp. 167 (M.D. Tenn. 1980),
for example, the district court directed the local board of education to enlist the aid of "the
League of Women Voters, Leadership Nashville, Metropolitan Nashville Community Education
Alliance, the Metropolitan Mayor and Council, the media, civic and service organizations" to
propose implementation mechanisms to implement a new desegregation order modifying a previous plan that the court deemed inadequate. See kd at 167. In response, the Board established
six biracial committees to respond to each of the court's proposed remedial principles. The
court ultimately adopted the district plan. See Kelley v. Metropolitan County Bd. of Educ., 511
F. Supp 1363, 1373 (M.D. Tenn. 1981). See also United States v. *State of Mississippi, 622 F.
Supp. 622, 624 n.l1 (S.D. Miss. 1985) (superintendent appointed equal numbers of black and
white residents to biracial committee to draft school district's desegregation plan prior to Judicial review).
143. See, e.g., Pate v. Dade County Sch. Bd., 434 F.2d 1151, 1170 (5th Cir. 1970) (approving district court order establishing a biracial committee composed of equal numbers of blacks
and whites to make findings and recommendations to the court concerning pupil transfers, transportation, and school assignment); Jenkins v. Missouri, 639 F. Supp. 19, 4243 (V.D. Mo.
1985) (establishing a ten person committee, composed of four blacks, four whites and three
Latinos to provide an "objective assessment" of the implementation of a comprehensive desegregation plan); United States v. Board of Sch. Comm'rs of Indianapolis, 506 F. Supp. 657, 673
(S.D. Ind. 1979) (establishing a biracial committee to be staffed by the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction); Berry v. School Dist. of Benton Harbor, 515 F. Supp. 344, 382 (W.D.
Mich. 1981) (establishing biracial committee with membership which "reflect[s] the urban and
suburban, racial and socioeconomic makeup of the Ia districts"); Morgan v. Kerrigan, 401 F.
Supp. 216, 248-49 (D. Mass. 1975) (establishing local community advisory councils at every
school "to provide a structure for community participation" at the local level and a broad citywide coordinating committee to periodically advise the court regarding the implementation of
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An example of a complex, but well-functioning citizens' committee

was that established by Judge Garrity in the Boston desegregation
case.'
Hoping to increase parental involvement and diffuse racial
tensions, the court created both local school advisory councils and a
Citywide Coordinating Council ("CCC'), composed of approximately 40
individuals drawn from a range of racial, civic and religious groups.
The court defined the committee's responsibilities to include providing
public information to the community, as well as monitoring all aspects
of the desegregation process, including "school policy committees, administration and staffing, curriculum and instruction, discipline, transfer
procedures, police-school relations, budgeting and allocation of resources and teachers and student human relations training."146 In addition,
the court ordered the Boston school committee and the superintendent
to meet with the CCC's executive committee "at least once a month in
of the plan and
open session to discuss progress in implementation
47
resolution of problems identified by the CCC."'
Such court-appointed committees have, in many cases, played a
critical role both in developing viable desegregation plans and in fostering public communication and support for desegregation. The United
48
States Commission on Civil Rights found in a series of case studies,1
the desegregation decree).
144. See, ag., Jenkins, 639 F. Supp. at 41 (authorization of public relations program aimed
at infbrming and soliciting the support of community members). See also Morgan v. Nucci,
612 F. Supp. 1060, 1065-66 (D. Mass. 1985) (parent councils established to provide, among
other things, "an environment of understanding and common purpose among the various elements of the community so that the best available education may be offered to all childn=);
Berry, 515 F. Supp. at 357-58 (committee established to "enable and encourage a broad-based
understanding of the processes and purpose of the court's plan"); McPherson v. School Dist.
No. 186, 426 F. Supp. 173, 189-90 (S.D. El. 1976) (committee established to "coordinate efforts of interested community agencies and individuals, community education, [and] receipt of
comments, criticisms and suggestions from the community'); Valley v. Rapides Parish Scb. Bd.,
313 F. Supp. 1193, 1206 (W.D. La. 1970) (establishing a biracial committee because "communication between the races is difficult in today's market'); see also Bradley v. Milliken, 402 F.
Supp. 1096, 1143 (E.D. Mich. 1975) (mandating the Detroit Board of Education to develop a
"community relations plan" to encourage "[o]pen and free discussion and participation in the
desegregation process in lieu of establishing a biracial committee with monitoring functions").
145. See Morgan v. Kerrigan, 401 F. Supp. 216, 248-49 (D. Mass. 1975).
146. Id. at 266 n.22.
147. Id.at 266.
148. &e ag, SCoO DEsEG EO A wN COLORADO SpaRiGS, CoLo.o, A STAFF REPm.OF mm
UNurD STATES COMiiSSiON ON CIVIL IGHs 3-5 (1977) (diverse 24-person committee helped keep
"apotentially disruptive situation from developing'); SCHOOL DEEGREOATIo iNGREaE vI.Em, MlsSISSIPP4 A STAFF REPORT OF THE UNI=W STATES COMMssIoN oNqvi RIGHTs 5 (1977) (Black parents formed an ad hoc committee which participated with plaintiffs and school officials in the
formulation of a successful desegregation implementation plan.); SCHOOL DEsEGREAlo,
O fN
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and in a survey of 532 school superintendents whose districts had been
desegregated,149 that the support of a broad array of community participants in education, including business, political, and religious leaders,
substantially promoted public acceptance of the plans.
Rarely, however, was the full potential of citizen involvement utilized in these cases. The members of the panels were often limited to
specific, defined tasks. Full engagement of-the community in considering the values underlying the court decree and deliberating on ways to
achieve them was rare. Moreover, use of the committees often ended
at a relatively early stage in the process. The Court in Tasby v.
Estes5 decided to terminate the role of its citizens committee after
surveying other cities and determining that "Boston, Dayton, and other
school districts have either disbanded their tri-ethnic committees (usually after the first three or four years after implementation), or have
reduced their functions to that of strictly advisory groups, available for
independent consultation, if needed."'5
Broad statewide citizen participation processes have also been instrumental in a number of state court fiscal equity situations. Kentucky
provides a prime case in point. The remedial principles articulated by
the Kentucky Supreme Court in Rose v. Council for Better Education,
Inc. 2 were no doubt influenced by an extensive round of state-wide
dialogues on public education which the Pritchard Committee, a nonpartisan group of former governors, business leaders, civic activists,
parents, and professionals had initiated years before the court's deci3
sion.1

OSSINNG, NEw YORKc, A STAFF REPORT OF TnE UNITED STATE'S COMISSION ON CIVIL RImHfs 8

(1977) (a 35 member citizen commission which included antibusing as well as probusing groups
formulated a plan which was ultimately adopted by the school board and has resulted in considerable integration).
149. See U.S. COMMISSION ON CVIL R GHnS, FULFILLING THE LETER AND THE SPIRIT OF TUB LAW
(1976); see also DAVID MORGAN Er AL., DESEGREGATING PUBLIC SCHOOlS: A HANDBOOK FOR LOCAL
OFFICIALs Ch. 5 (1982) (finding that effectively tapping political leadership to support and monitor desegregation orders "can spell the difference between genuine success and a protracted,
agonizing process that satisfies no one:).
150. 559 F. Supp. 9 (ND. Tex. 1982).

151. Id. at 10.
152. See discussion supra note 122 and accompanying text.

153. For a more detailed discussion of the Kentucky public engagement process, see RBELL ET
AL, supra note 120 at A-23 to A-41. In the State of Washington, organizing and state-wide
discussions on reform of the state education finance system also accompanied the court decision
in Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1 v. State, 585 P.2d 71 (Wash. 1978). One commentator called the
school finance litigation in Washington's 1977 legislative session "a consensus looking for a
solution." ROBERT PALAICH ET AL, EDuC. GOvRANE Cm., WoRKIo PAPER No. 1, STATE 1xGaSLA-
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Similarly, in Alabama, a state-wide public engagement process,
partially initiated by the trial court, led to broad agreement on an extensive remedial order."' There, the court appointed a facilitator to
work with the parties on a remedy. At the same time, a Governor's
task force, which worked closely with a coalition of the State's largest
corporations committed to education reform, held a series of twenty-

four town meetings throughout the State and heard testimony from
school districts, civic and business groups, and others about a potential
remedy. 5 ' Implementation of the plan has been stymied, however, as
it has been caught up in the fierce partisan political battles surrounding
the gubernatorial election, and has been opposed by a number of religious and parent groups who asserted that they had been excluded
from the decision-making process."5 6 Extensive litigation challenging the
Tv VOTnG AND IADESH: THE POLTCAL ECONONY OF SCHOOL FIACE 234 (1983). In Soinh
Carolina, an extensive public engagement process, initiated by then Governor Richard Riley, led
to enactment of a far-reaching education reform Act, without any judicial mandate. See
Tomiko Brown Hall, Broad Ownership of the Public Schools. South Carolina's T-Formation
Process Model for Achieving Educational Adequacy (1996) (on file with the authors). See also
Ann Bradley, Divded We Stand- What Has Come Betwen the Public and its Schools, EDUCATIo, WEEK, Nov. 6, 1996, at 31 (discussing national trend among school districts to promote
public engagement processes to rebuild relationships with the public).
Plaintiffs in CFE v. State of New York, 655 N.E2d 661 (N.Y. 1995), have institutcd a
broad public engagement process which will allow a diverse array of education stakeholders and
interested citizens from throughout the state to have input into plaintiffs' development of the
remedies plaintiffs intend to present to the Court in that case. This process is sunmarized in
Michael A. Rebell & Robert L. Hughes, Schools, Communfideso and the Cours:.A Dialogic.4,proach to Education Reform, 14 YALE L.& POL'Y REV. 101, 161-163 (1996).
154. The agreement is set forth in the court's Remedy Order of October 22, 1993. It calls
for all schools to be funded at a sufficient level to achieve statutory standards of adequate
education and for extensive reforms of the statewide educational system, including adequate
education standards, performance-based student achievement assessments, educator peromarnce
standards, school level assessments and penalties, staff development, early childhood programs,
and guarantees of adequate instructional materials and appropriate facilities.
155. The year before, the business group (known as A+) had visited Kentucky and South
Carolina to study their reforms and then convened a retreat led by David Hombeck, a chief
author of the Kentucky reforms, to which the Lieutenant Governor (and soon to become Governor), legislative leaders, the State Superintendent of Education, and 27 other business and educationlpolitical leaders were invited. That meeting led to a consensus on major recommendations for reform, which became A+'s agenda for the town meetings it sponsored througbdut the
State. Details of the Alabama process are contained in an unpublished paper, Jefficy Scott
Berman: A Case- Study of Education Reform in Alabama (on file with authors).
156. See Pinto v. Alabama Coalition for Equity, Inc, 662 So. 2d. 894 (Ala. 1995) (granting
motion to intervene of two groups of parents for the remedy stage of the litigation). The leader
of the State Teacher's Union, who was planning to run for Governor, also opposed the reform
(even though he had signed-off on many of them at the A+ retreat) and formed a coalition
with religious organizations and with a group of foam and paper manufacturers, known as
"Score 100," which began a high-profile effort to oppose the reforms. Berman, spra note 155,
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remedial order, the court's jurisdiction, and legislative compliance has
ensued.'
These experiences illustrate not only the potential, but also the
pitfalls, involved in broad-based public engagement processes. In order
to maximize the potential and minimize the pitfalls, we believe that
state supreme courts need to carefully craft implementation frameworks
that will use a broad-based public engagement process to inspire principled discussion and mobilize sustained commitment to the implementation process.
In the next section, we set forth a detailed proposal for a courtinitiated public engagement process, using the Sheff case as an example.
Sheff provides a particularly appropriate case study setting because the
executive and legislative branches in Connecticut have already recognized the importance of statewide community dialogues for developing
solutions to the deep-seated problems of urban education. Before the
trial court issued its decision in Sheff, former Governor Lowell Weicker
had proposed, and the legislature had adopted, a state-wide community
planning mechanism which ultimately involved nearly 4,000 citizens in
extensive deliberations on educational reform and voluntary solutions to
the problem of de facto segregation. The Connecticut experience demonstrates, therefore, that an extensive statewide public engagement process is feasible. The outcome of Connecticut's broad-based exercise in
citizen participation has, however, been disappointing to date, precisely
because it lacked the principled orientation and the commitment to
definitive results that effective judicial oversight can provide.

at 63.
157. The post-trial litigation is summarized in Martha I. Morgan et al., Establishing Education
Program Inadequacy: The Alabama Example, 28 U. MICH. J. L. REFoRM 559, 562-63 n.15
(1995). The trial judge himself got embroiled in political controversy as he ran for the Supreme Court and lost. See Frank Vinik, The Contrasting Politics of Remedy: The Alabama
and Kentucky Equitv Funding Suits, 22 J. EDUC., FIN. 60, 84 (1990). The Alabama Supreme
Court's most recent decision held that the remedial order of the trial court must be stayed for
one year, while retaining jurisdiction in order to allow the coordinate branches of government
the opportunity to act unilaterally. See Alabama Coalition for Equity v. James, 1997 WL 7736
(Ala. Jan. 10, 1997). A plurality opinion of four of the justices and four separate concurring
and dissenting opinions set forth in great detail conflicting perspectives on separation of powers
issues but reach no majority consensus on the precise extent of the courts' remedial authority
in the case.
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IV. BUILDING COMMUNITY CONSENSUS IN CONNECICIuT
APPLICATON OF THE EFFICACY AND ENGAGEMENT APPROACH

A. PA 93-263: Connecticut's Flmved Public Engagement Experiment
1. The Legislation
In January, 1993, while the plaintiffs were still in the midst of
presenting their case in Sheff, former Connecticut Governor Lowell P.
Weicker announced in his State of the State message that he would
introduce legislation to address the problem of racial segregation in
Hartford's schools as part of a larger solution to the problem of segregation throughout the State:
The racial and economic isolation in Connecticut's school system is indisputable. Whether this segregation came about
through the chance of historical boundaries or economic forces
beyond the control of the state or whether it came about
through private decisions or in spite of the best educational
efforts of the state, what matters is that it is here and must be
dealt with. 58
Weicker obviously wanted to head off a judicially-imposed remedy,
maintaining that "[1]f we fail to act, the courts, sooner or later, will do
that which by election was entrusted to us."" 9 He proposed instead to
establish a voluntary large-scale planning process which would ultimately require urban and suburban districts to achieve racial balance by the
year 2000.
Weicker's plan largely resurrected a proposal of the Commission on
Quality and Integrated Education, which his predecessor, Governor
William O'Neill, had established in 1989. The Commission, after making a series of recommendations which included a call to recognize the
links between racial segregation in education, its manifestation in other
areas such as housing and economic opportunities, and the overall impact on the quality of education, urged that "communities in each and
every region of the state shall join in a cooperative effort over the next
year to identify and assess present barriers . .. which perpetuate inequity, isolation and the lack of greater integration. Each region must

158. Kirk Johnson, Schools Need Race Balanc, Weticker Sap, N.Y. TIMES, Januay 2, 1993,
at BI.
159. Id.
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then develop and commit to a cooperative plan of community and regional action with triennial evaluation and progress reporting."' 60
Building upon this regional planning concept, Weicker proposed
legislation under which elected officials, parents, teachers and students
would work to develop five-year plans "to provide for a significant reduction in racial isolation and quality integrated learning environment
for public school students in each such region" '' beginning in Septem-

ber 1995. These plans would be subject to the approval of the State
Board of Education prior to implementation. 62 Weicker's proposal
specified criteria for identifying racially isolated schools,'16 expressly
mandated that committees consider "enrollment arrangements" to reduce
racial isolation,'"e and would have required the regional plans to:
(1) Describe goals and timeframes that provide for a significant
reduction in racial isolation; (2) address educational quality
issues through consideration of program issues such as curriculum and student assignment, finance, facilities and equipment,
transportation, students with special' needs, staff training for
managing racial diversity, recruitment, retention, and assignment

of a diverse staff, student instruction on the value of racial
diversity and participation in a multicultural society; (3) describe the goals and timeframes for significantly reducing the

160. Crossing the Bridge to Eqaliy and Excellence: A Vislon of Quality and Integrated
Educationfor Connectcu4 in REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON QUALITY AND INTFRATED
EDUCATION 12 (1990). The Commission recommended that participation should be mandatory:
"Failure of any community to participate in this process could jeopardize some or all state
funding for the community." Id
161. An Act Concerning Quality Integrated Education, S.B. 832 § 5 (Conn. 1993).
162. See id. §1(3).
163. Racially isolated schools were buildings where "the minority student population enrolled
is less than twenty-five percent or greater than seventy-five percent or the percentage of minority students is less than or greater than a range of plus or minus fifty percent of the regional
minority student average." Id.
The proposed statute defined "significant reduction in racial isolation" as "decreasing the
percentage of students . . . in a racially isolated school or... increasing the percentage of students who participate significantly in an integrated educational experience." Id.§ 1(6). It defined minority student to mean all students "identified under federal law and regulations as
being within a federally recognized nonwhite racial group." Id.§ 1(4).
164. Id.§ 5. These included "magnet schools, interdistrict schools, regional vocatiohal-technical and vocational agricultural programs... voluntazy interdistrict student attendance programs...
any other activity that has a significant quality contact hours of integrated educational experiences such as integrated summer school programs, extra-curricular activities, paired schools,
interactive telecommunications among schools, joint field trips, special joint projects, and regional early childhood centers." Id.
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concentration of economically disadvantaged students; and (4)

maintain, or recommend modification of local and regional
school board control over student assignment, programmatic, fiscal and personnel operations within the school district .... 1
Weicker proposed modest incentives for districts to participate in the
process, including state funding for the construction of a limited number of magnet schools, 66 and called for penalties for districts which

failed to reduce racial isolation.' 6
Attorneys for the Sheff plaintiffs responded to Weicker's stance by
expressing interest in a planning process as part of a negotiated settlement of the case. Speaking for the plaintiffs, John Brittain asked: "Why
not talk . .

.

.Ideally it would be best to go to the legislature with a

'
proposal jointly sponsored by the administration and the plaintiffs.:"

Neither the Governor nor the legislature seemed interested in direct
negotiations, however, so the trial continued while, simultaneously,
Weicker's proposal was considered-and drastically modified-by the
General Assembly.
Public Act 93-263, the bill the legislature passed on June 28, 1993,
after extensive debate, substantially modified the Governor's proposal in
a number of significant ways."' Because many legislators had feared

165. Id.§ 5(b).
166. Governor Weicker introduced concurrent legislation to provide funding for new school
construction designed to further school desegregation. See genera14, An Act Concerning Magnet
Schools, Interdistrict Schools, and an Interdistrlct Program, H-B. 6103 (Conn. 1993) (State to
approve and fund six magnet schools," si interdistrict magnet schoo% and pay for the transportation of students to these new facilities).
167. See An Act Concerning Integrated Education, supra note 162, §§ 6(A-L), 7. The Department of Education was charged with monitoring implementation of the plan, and vas required to report annually to the State Board of Education on each region's progress toward
eliminating racial isolation. The State Board was authorized to take corrective action as needed, including amending the plan to ensure that it would result in a significant reduction in
racial isolation and meet the other purposes of the Act. See Id. §§ 6(a-c), 7. See also An
Act Concerning Magnet Schools, .supra note 166, § 4.
168. George Judson, Weicker's Stateide School Plan Could Resohe Hartford Bias Suit, N.Y.
TWbs, January 8, 1993, at BI. State officials quickly asserted that the Governor's statements
did not constitute an admission of liability in the case. See Kirk Johnson, Aid SaDs eicker's
Plan Doesn't Hurt the Court Case, N.Y. TWIES, January 10, 1993 at 30 C'hls saying that as a
matter of social policy we should move forward is not to say that the state has violated the
constitution").
169. The debates on the legislation were blatantly partisan, especially since Governor Weicker
had been elected not as a Republican or a Democrat, but as the leader of the Independent "A
Connecticut Party." For example, Republican House Leader Edward C. Krawiecki, Jr. accused
the Governor of trying to affect the outcome of the Sheff case. "He said he's not trying to
skew the Sheff case, but his address .. . clearly attempted to do that. What he was ftying to
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that any plan focusing on racial desegregation would ultimately be used
by the court in Sheff to justify a school desegregation plan,170 the
House Education Committee eliminated all references to racial balance
and substituted the rather amorphous goal of "improving educational
quality and diversity." As one legislator (a late convert to the modified
bill's cause) put it, "I would like to view education with a blind eye
toward race."' 71 The legislature also expanded the focus of planning
efforts to include barriers to opportunity such as poverty, unemployment, and the lack of housing or transportation as well as education.7 2
Concerned with protecting local control of education, the legislature
also dropped the strong provisions for monitoring and oversight by the
State Department of Education and the State Board of Education.
Although the Act did not set out clear goals for racial integration,
academic achievement, or mandatory local or regional action," it did

put is another piece of evidence, outside the courtroom,- before the judges and all the attorneys
that are arguing this case-that look, the legislature and the executive branch are prepared to
roll up their sleeves and go to work." Id

170. In floor debate, Representative Gavin expressed the concern that by establishing a number of planning regions throughout the State, the bill could create a precedent for Implementing
mandatory busing beyond the borders of Connecticut's existing 169 school districts and implicitly provide the Cbnnecticut Supreme Court with a justification for overturning Milliken I. See
Legislative History; PA. 93-263, at 555-556 (Thursday, May 27, 1993) (remarks of Rcpresentative Jeanne Gavin).
Charles Kochakian said in a public forum that the legislature "gutted" the bill of any
meaningful provisions to eliminate segregation. George Judson, Marketing Integration of Schools,
N.Y. TIMES, May 23, 1993. See generally Hartford Panel Trims School Integration Plan, N.Y.
TIMES, April 13, 1993, at B4. (describing modifications made by the Education Committee to
rewrite the legislation); George Judson, Harford Bill on Integration is Approved, N.Y. TIMES,
June 5, 1996, at A23 C(T]he bill's supporters took out many of its strongest points to insure
that it would be approved.").
171. George Judson, Hartford Bill on Integration Is Approved, supra note 170. (Statement of
Senator John Kissel).
172. George Judson, Step By Step, the State Moves toward Integration, N.Y. TMES, June 13,
1993, at CN I.
173. Indeed, the lack of specificity concerning the practical purpose of the overall process led
to some of the most heated debate in the legislature. Representative Paul J. Knierim expressed
concern about the lack of an overall purpose for the planning process:
We have no idea where this process is going to take us .

. .

. We do know that

our situation is urgent We know we are being sued on the theory that our school
system is unconstitutional . . . if we adopt an amendment like this and finally, pass
it as legislation, we haven't done anything to address those problems. We've merely
set forth the plan process and who really knows what's going to come out" of that
. . . It will perpetuate the problem we already know .

. .

. We're not putting the

force of money or law behind that.
House Debate 5127/93, pp. 310-314. See also Comments of Representative William Wollenberg,
House debate 5/27/93, p. 622 (calling the bill a "phony").
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establish a comprehensive process for extensive statewide planning and
citizen participation. The State was divided into eleven planning regions.174 Each region was to organize a "regional forum," consisting of
the chief elected official of each municipality in the region, the chairman [sic] of each board of education in the region, two classroom
teachers appointed by the teachers' unions, and four parents designated
by the boards of education of the four largest cities in the region, "who
reflect the diversity of the largest racial or ethnic subgroups of students
in the public schools of such city." '

Each regional forum was also

required to appoint a regional advisory committee "representative of the
diversity of the region," whose membership was to include parents,
teachers, and administrators
as well as representatives of business and
176
civic organizations.
After receiving proposals from each local board of education in its
region,' 7 the regional forum was to formulate a draft plan to submit to
the Commissioner of Education for his review. The Commissioner had
sixty days in which to evaluate each plan and return it with comments
and suggestions to the regional forums.1 78 Members of the forum
would then have an opportunity to revise their plans in response to the
Commissioner's suggestions, hold at least one public hearing, and then
put the plan to a vote in an intricate ratification procedure. A regional
plan would be approved only if it received an affirmative vote of the
majority of municipalities in the region with such majority of the mu-

174. See CONN. GEN. STAT. § 10-264k (1995). The original Weicker proposal had called for
six regions. The Legislature increased this to 11 to promote more public participation, particularly in rural areas of the State. The largest of the regions covered 26 small towns in northeastern Connecticut, the smallest encompassed Bridgeport and seven surrounding towLs. See Id.
§ 10-264a(2), 10-264k.
175. Id.§ 10-264a(4).
176. Id. § 10-264c(b). During floor debates, members of the Black and Latino caucus expressed concerns that the participants in the forums would not be racially diverse. The regional
advisory committees (RACs), were then included in order to draw more minority citizens into
the planning process. Despite this effort, no more than 7 people who participated in regional
forums were of color. See Interview with lack Hasegaa, Connecticut Department of Education
(Sept. 18, 1996) [hereinafter "Hasegawa Interview"].
177. These local proposals were to be drafted in consultation with an advisory board to the
local board of education, consisting of the chief elected official of the municipality or municipalities served by the board of education, "parents, school teacher, and adminisfrators, and
representatives of business, civic organizations, and the general public." CONN. GEN. STAT. §10264b(b). Each board of education was also required to meet at least once with the local legislative body or bodies in the school's district and hold at least one public hearing. See Id. §10-

264b(c).
178. See id. § 10-264c(c).
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nicipalities representing a majority of the total population of all municipalities in the region. An affirmative vote of a municipality meant approval of both its board of education and its local legislative body. t79

The Commissioner of Education was to oversee the process, but his
power was derived largely from his ability to establish the procedural
guidelines and to award grants if the legislature voted at a later date to
provide extra funding for the implementation of the regional plans.180
Although the statute provided that the State Department of Education
could withhold funding to local school districts which failed to partici-

pate, it did not provide any means for evaluating or enforcing this
provision.'
2. Its Implementation
Implementation of P.A. 93-263 began in earnest in the Fall of
1993. The State Department of Education appointed Jack Hasegawa,
who had been heading a public interest program at Yale University, to
direct the program. He worked closely with the Institute for Public
Service at The University of Connecticut ("IPS"), which the Legislature
had authorized to organize the regional forum process."' IPS developed guidelines for the local needs assessment and trained two
facilitators for each region.'

179. See id. § 10-264c(e).
180. See Id. § 10-264e, I0-264h (describing incentive grants for individual school districts and
for regional service agencies to implement regional plans, capital expenditures, and transportation).
181. See Id. § 10-264d. PA. 93-263 mandated that every local school district enter into the
planning process or risk the loss of state funding. However, because the statute required that
plans of the regional forums, but not those of the local advisory councils, be submitted to the
State Department of Education, the Commissioner's ability to effectively police local boards'
compliance with all aspects of the statute was limited. See Hasegawa Interview supra note 176.
Moreover, for the wealthy school districts which received only a minimal percentage of their
budgets from the State, this was not a serious sanction.
Representative Wade Hyslop, Chair of the Black and Latino Caucus, introduced a bill
which would have strengthened sanctions and incentives for drafting and implementing plans.
The proposed bill would have provided for the withholding of state funds to local districts
which failed to implement a plan approved by the State Board of Education. It further would
have withheld state reimbursements for school construction unless the schools proposed for
construction would further racial integration and equity goals. The bill's incentives Included
full state funding for the construction of interdistrict schools and educational enhancements for
districts with 30 percent or more students who fall to meet minimum standards on state skills
tests. See LCO No. 8483 to substitute for H.B. 6103 9 5(ce); 7; 11(a)(d) (Conn. 1993).
182. See CONN. GEN. STAT. § I0-264b.
183. Of the 22 facilitators chosen from nearly 200 applicants, 17 were women. Seventeen
of the facilitators were white, 4 were black, and 1 was Hispanic. To avoid conflicts of interest,
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In February 1994, the local advisory committees (which ranged in

size from six to seventy) were appointed by the local boards of education. Two months later, all 166 of them submitted reports to the eleven

regional forums. In turn, each of the eleven regional counsels, after
working extensively through the summer,'

submitted preliminary plans

to the Commissioner in September. All told, more than 4,000 Connecticut residents served on local advisory committees, regional forums, and
regional advisory committees." s
A number of common themes emerged in the regional plans which
were submitted to the Commissioner. Most of them argued that educational quality could be increased through enhanced use of technology,
more early childhood programs, greater professional development, in-

no facilitator was assigned to the forum dealing with his or her own neighborhood. Tminors
stressed the importance of the facilitator's neutrality. There wer, however, concerns that in
some of the regional forums, tensions arose because several of the faciitators sought to play
the role of "reformers" instead of "facilitators." See George Judson, Planningfor Desegregallon:
22 Guides to Lead 1I Forums, N.Y. TMEs, Dec. 16, 1993, at B7.
184. IPS's REsouRc BOOK provided specific guidelines for negotiating the local plans. Each
regional forum was advised to follow a time line which included four phases. organization
issuestproblems; opportunities, identification, and definition; generating options; and finalizing a
plan. Most aspects of the planning process were, however, left up to the Individual regional
forums. Forums could devise their own meeting schedules, divide into committees as they saw
fit, and determine how (if at all) they would utilize the services of their facilitators.
185. Theodore S. Sergi, Acting Commissioner of Education, Improving Educational Quality
and Diversity: A Report to the Connecticut General Assembly, I (Feb. I, 1995). [Hereinafter
"Sergi Report"]. The regional plans submitted to Commissioner were not substantively modified
after his review and their ratification by regional municipalities and school boards. See generall,, A Voluntary Education and Community Improvement Plan for Region ll (Sept. 1994) [hereinafter "Middlefield Region I Plan"]; Responding to the Challenge: A Voluntary Education and
Community Improvement Plan from Regional Forum #2 (Sept. 8, 1994) [hereinafter "New Haven Region 2 Plan"]; Regional Forum #3 for Quality and Diversity in Education (Sept. 1994)
[hereinafter "New London Region 3 Plan"]; Plan for Improving the Quality of Education and
Enhancing Student Diversity in Planning Region #4 (Sept. 15, 1994) [hereinafler "Plainfield
Region 4 Plan"]; A Plan to Improve Quality and Diversity in Education in Region #5 (Sept.
13, 1994) [hereinafter "Waterbury Region 5 Plan"]; Legislative Region 6 Education & Community Improvement Plan: A Look to the Future (Sept. 15, 1996) [hereinafter "Danbury Region 6
Plan"]; A Plan Prepared in Conjunction with Public Act 93-263 by Regional Forum 7 [hereinafter "Bridgeport Region 7 Plan"]; Educational Quality and Diversity (Sept. 1994) [hereinafter
"Southern Fairfeld County Region 8 Plan"]; Final Report Regional Planning Forum Area 9
(Sept. 15, 1994) [hereinafter "Hartford Region 9 Plan"]; Regional Planning Forum-Area 10:
Final Report Submitted to Commission of Education, State of Connecticut (Sept. 15, 1996)
[hereinafter "New Britain Region 10 Plan"]; Looking Ahead: Planning for Quality and Diversity,
Response to P.A. 93-263, Region 11 Forum (Sept. 1994) [hereinafter "Cormnal Region II
Plan"]. All eleven regional plans are on file with the authors. For a detailed summary and
comparison of the eleven regional plans, see The Connecticut Conference of Municipalities,
Connecticut's 11 Regional Forums for Improving Educational Quality and Diversity- A Compilation of Materials (Nov. 1996).
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creased instructional time and greater parental involvement.'
Some
called for extensive regional cooperation through such techniques as the
development of a common school calendar, joint extracurricular activities, teacher exchange programs, and resource centers.18 7 Many stressed

the need for a greater state assumption of costs-in some cases, tying
this position to a more general call for fiscal equity reforms and less
reliance on local property taxes, which, it was claimed, would inhibit
the growth of regional educational activities.'
Not surprisingly, given the tenor of the legislation, the plans were
less specific about whether desegregation should be a goal and, if so,
how to address it."8 9 Most of those which dealt with desegregation
dealt with it indirectly, through references to broader social, economic,

or

housing

needs, 9

and

through

educational

emphases

on

186. See generaly, New Haven Region 2 Plan, supra note 185 (calling for an expansion of
computer-based distance learning, release time for parents to participate in school activities,
regionalized Head Start programs, improved curricula for voluntary adoption by regional
schools); New London Region 3 Plan, supra note 185 (calling for greater distance learning,
shared staff through6ut the region, and integrated curriculum elements across the region); Waterbury Region 5 Plan, supra note 185 (calling for greater bilingual education, a New Arrival
school, better professional development and a statewide curriculum committee).
187. See, e.g., New London Region 3 Plan, supra note 185, at 4-10; Plainfield Region 4
Plan, supra note 185, at 12-13, 15-16; New Britain Region 10 Plan, supra note 185, at apps.
a-c (all providing examples of areas in which school districts can regionally cooperate to Improve educational quality and promote diversity).
188. See generally New Haven Region 2 Plan, supra note 185 at 19 (suggesting that new
school construction funding be tied to the development of affordable housing); Plainfield Region
4 Plan, supra note 185, at 3 (noting that the region lacks "the means to fiscally support additional public education services as long as municipalities remain the primary means of financial
support for public education" and calling for a revised state finance system); New Britain Region 10 Plan, supra note 185, at 11 (stating that the General Assembly has shifted the financial burden of education onto local governments, and that local districts find It difficult to
guarantee continued financial commitments to regional programs, which they view as financial
risks).
189. The Hartford Region 9 Plan adopted what it called a "continuum concept," which would
permit individual schools to increase integration at different rates, depending on local circumstances of the school, the community, and the overall needs of the region. According to the
Plan, "[e]very school in Area nine is a unique entity, traveling toward its [diversity and quality] goals at a speed suited to its special circumstances:' Hartford Region 9 Plan, supra note
185, at 5.
190. See generally, New Haven Region 2 Plan, supra note 185, at 13-20 (calling for a comprehensive approach promoting additudinal, economic, housing and financing reforms to overcome barriers to learning opportunities for children); New London Region 3 Plan, supra note
185, at 17-18 (calling for the elimination of elimination of zoning requirements which Inhibit
the development of affordable housing and the development of a regional transportation system);
Plainfield Region 4 Plan, supra note 185, at 4 (suggesting that "[u]nless all elements of society
are addressed, including involving every department of government], even the best educational
plans will not succeed').
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multiculturalism in curriculum development, the recruitment of minority
faculty, and staff training to promote "diversity awareness.''" Al-

though nearly all of the plans called for greater use of regional magnet
schools or other mechanisms to foster voluntary student choice to promote integration," most omitted any mandatory desegregation mechanisms. Only one offered specific proposals and timelines for action to
promote racial balance. 93 Several plans called for regional councils,

which would have some degree of independence from the local school
boards. 94

On October 19, 1994, the Acting Commissioner of Education provided his written evaluations of the plans. For the most part they were

positive, describing the plans as "innovative," "useful," and "promising," although, in a number of instances, he drew attention to the lack
of concrete timelines or priorities."9 ' The Commissioner also promised

191. See, eg., New London Region 3 Plan, supra note 185, at 15-16 (calling for greater
encouragement of minorities to enter the teaching force and increasing regional efforts to bring
minority teachers to regional classrooms); Plainfield Regional 4 Plan, supra note 185, at 18-19
(calling for the development of regional youth diversity forums, sister school partnerships,
paired classrooms and the broader use of technology); Waterbury Region 5 Plan, mpra note
185, at I (calling for more effective teacher preparation to "promote an understanding/appreciation of student diversity" and for the development of sister school arrangements to
"promote tolerance, interpersonal and intergroup respect by providing appropriate activities for
school staff; students, parents").
192. Region 5, for example, proposed conducting a market and demographic survey to determine the number of new facilities that should be designated In the Waterbury area and called
upon the state to fund the conversion of existing schools into regional magnet program. Waterbury Region 5 Plan, supra note 185, at 20-21.
193. See New Britain Region 10 Plan, supra note 185. The Advisory Committee and Regional Forum for Region 10 formed nine topical sub-committees to consider methods for Improving
racial diversity and school performance;. they covered such specific areas as curriculum, interdistrict enrichment programs, facilities, limited English proficient students, the role of the community, magnet schools, instructional structure, transportation, and a miscellaneous other committee. For example, the Curriculum Committee called for the establishment of regional curriculum
standards of excellence for core subject areas, a regional curriculum resource center, and a
system of regional oversight and monitoring. The plan included specific timellnes for the Implementation of each proposal.
194. The Region 10 Plan called for the establishment of a 24-member Regional Educational
Quality and Diversity Council, made up of representatives from each town, to coordinate regional resources and implement inter-district program initiatives. The members would be appointed in proportion to the ethnic student population of each town, with a minimum of 25%
minority representation. Among the Council's responsibilities were regional program development, monitoring and evaluation, development of regional budget, and resolution of conflicts
among towns in the region. The plan called for multi-year State funding for regional projects
New Britain Region 10 Plan, supra note 185, at 13-16.
195. See e.g. Letter from Theodore S. Sergi, Acting Commissioner of Education to Steering
Committee Members, Region 2, at 4 (Oct. 18, 1994) (on file with author) (stating that the
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generally to follow-up on the increased state funding that most of the
plans sought.'96
After the plans were returned to the regions, they became the subject of extensive public debate. Pursuant to the statute, both the local
municipal authority and the school board had to approve the plan.
Members of regional forums made nearly 700 separate presentations
concerning details of their respective plans prior to votes by these entities. While some of these municipal authorities or school boards
passed or rejected the regional plan perfunctorily, most appeared to
devote significant time and energy to debating the merits of the plans.
Public debate was further enhanced by the fact that almost eighty percent of the towns called town meetings, with upwards of a hundred
people participating in some of the debates.",
When the dust settled after this complex approval procedure, however, only three of the eleven regions-those in the areas of New London, Windham, and Hartford-had approved their plans. 9 ' In some areas, such as New Haven and Bridgeport, suburbs voted against plans
which included urban areas with high minority populations; in others,
urban communities joined the suburbs in voting the plans down.'99
Generally speaking, this extensive opposition to plans which threatened
region should "spell out both time lines and accountability"); Letter from Theodore S. Sergi,
Acting Commissioner of Education to Mary Broderick and Ruth Cole-Chu, co-chairs of the Regional Planning Forum 3, at 4 (Oct. 18, 1994) (on file with author) (suggesting that "[Ilt might
also be useful to create a timetable, both for individual projects and for moving the whole plan
forward"); Letter from Theodore S. Sergi, Acting Commissioner of Education to the Region 5
Steering Committee 3, at 4 (Oct. 18, 1994) (on file with author) (stating that "implementation
[requires] priorities, time schedules and cost estimates:). None of the plans were, In fact, revised in light of the Commissioner's comments.
196. See Letter from Theodore S.Sergi, Acting Commissioner of Education, to the Steering
Committee, Regional Forum 5, at 3 (Oct. 18, 1994) (promising to forward recommendations for
additional funding to appropriate state officials); Letter from Theodore S. Sergi, Acting Commissioner of Education, to the Steering Committee, Regional Forum 3, at 5-6 (Oct. 18, 1994)
(same).
197. See Hasegawa Interview, supra note 176. At least two towns organized special elections
to vote on the proposal.
198. See Sergi Report, supra note 185, at 3. In most of these regions, either the school
boards or the municipal legislatures rejected the plan. In some instances, such as Now Haven
and New Britain, proponents of the plan lost by a single municipality's vote. In others, such
as Waterbury, Danbury, Bridgeport, and Litchfield, the plans lost decisively in both the municipal and school board elections. See id at apps. 6-8 (listing results by town, school district,
arid region).
199. See Sergi Report, supra note 185, at apps. 6-8. Stamford and Norwalk, cities whose
schools contained 85% of the region's students of color, voted to reject their regional plans, as
did New Britain and Meriden, other communities with high minority populations. George
Judson, Communities Veto Integration Plan, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 26, 1994, at § 1-1, 26.
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no mandatory desegregation and contained much positive educational
planning appeared to be based on continuing apprehension that somehow mandatory desegregation measures were still lurking in the background, and on the fear of a loss of local control of schools. As a
Stamford school board member, who was a proponent of that region's
plan which was voted down by the local municipality, stated, "[W]e
made a conscientious point to tell [opponents] what the plan did not
mean. It did not mean participating in anything unless Stamford chose
to. It did not mean busing. But they were making decisions based on
their worst nightmares instead of voting on the document in front of
them.2 °°
3. An Assessment
What can be made of this massive effort to promote citizen participation to improve the overall quality and diversity of education in Connecticut?"' Every municipality and school district in the state became
involved over an eight month period in an extensive planning process,202 and even without resources or staffing, many local groups became excited about reforming education in their local communities."

200. Id John Brittain, one of the Sheff plaintiffs' attorneys stated, "The question I ask myself is why there is so much expressed anger and fear and hysteria about an act that even one
legislator described as 'phony,' especially when none of the regional plans contain concrete
proposals for change." He also opined that "[Flor whatever reason, whether it's racial animus
or non-racial animus, the 'no' votes prove the futility of voluntary measures." George Judson,
Communities Veto Integration Plan, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 26, 1995, at § 1-1, 26.
201. One significant result of the implementation of Public Act 93-263 was to sidetrack, at
least temporarily, the plaintiffs' litigation strategy in Sheff. After the trial had been concluded,
Judge Hammer ordered briefing on the separation of powers issues raised by the fact that
[t]he passage of the law, the approval of the law, the Governor's part In motivating
the legislature indicates that both the executive and legislative branches have put
themselves on record with regard to this issue. My concern is with respect to the
power of the court to grant a remedy under these circumstances, where two coordinate branches of government have already ruled on it.
George Judson, Judge asks if Law Blocks Race Bias Case, N.Y. TLIEs, Dec. 17, 1993, at BS.
At the hearing on the issue, plaintiffs' attorneys noted that the Legislature had removed
not only the original bill's racial-balance goals and sanctions, but also any reference to racial
balance. In addition, state officials made a number of assurances to local groups that the bill
would not substantially alter the status quo. See George Judson, Hartford Schools Suit Mow
Faces Uncertain Delay, N.Y. TMES, Dec. 21, 1993 at B5.
202. Some considered this a victory in itself% since the statute contained no plausible mechanisms for enforcing participation.
203. The enthusiasm and commitment to citizen participation which was generated by the
process are reflected in the following comments from two of the regional plans:
It is important to emphasize what this Plan is NOT. It is NOT a TOP-DOWN,
politically-crafted piece of legislation. Instead, it is a VOLUNTARY, democratic
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Many of the plans contained promising new programs and innovative
ideas for promoting regional activities. Nevertheless, the bottom line
was that "none of the state's eleven regions . . . submitted a proposal
that would significantly integrate classrooms any time soon,""0 4 and, in
any event, most of the plans were, in fact, voted down.
The failure of this extensive citizen partidipation process to produce
any concrete positive results stemmed primarily from three factors.
First, the legislation provided no clear goals and no substantive guidelines. Although it mandated that the plans "improve the quality of
school performance and student outcomes ... reduce barriers to opportunity . . . enhance student diversity and awareness of diversity . . .
[and] address the programmatic needs of limited English proficient
students,"2 5 the legislation as enacted obfuscated the original desegregation goal, conveyed no coherent direction, and ultimately left many
persons adrift about the basic purpose of the process."' Ironically, the
legislation's failure to define clear goals seemed to exacerbate rather
than allay anxieties about busing, racial balance, and other mandatory
integration measures. Many people suspected that the regional plans
would ultimately be used by the state government to impose unpopular
solutions and infringe on local control.20 7
creation, forged in an atmosphere much like the New England town meeting. With
deep respect for our differences, we have achieved consensus here on tough Issues.
Now Haven Region 2 Plan, supra note 185, at 1.
There is no such place as "Region 6." It is a geographical and political phantom,
conceived for the purpose of implementing PA 93-263. With the adoption of the
plan as required by the Act, it may simply cease to exist. But that's not likely to
happen. The hundreds of people who have worked for six months to create this
plan view it as a practical program for introducing our part of Connecticut to the
demographic realities of the 21st century America. We have built into it the apparatus of cooperation by which the region's disparate municipalities and school districts
can achieve a far-reaching-and optimistic-set of objectives.
Danbury Region 6 Plan, supra note 185, at i.
204. George Judson, School Integration: Connecticut Struggles, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 7, 1994, at
B1, B5.
205. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 10-264a(3) (1995).
206. One observer noted that "[t]he law lays out a firm timetable for every community to
take part in an unfamiliar process, defined by code words ('quality,' 'barriers to opportunity,'
'student diversity') that can mean different things to different people." George Judson, Goal
Integration by Consensus, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 11, 1993, at Bl.
207. According to one observer,
Even the departure of Governor Lowell P. Weicker Jr., who proposed the law, and
the election of Mr. Rowland, who strongly supports local control of schools, has not
reassured the critics. They feel that the voluntary plan is being driven by the Sheff
lawsuit and see the mandatory busing of their children as the state's hidden objective.
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A second factor which detrimentally affected the outcome of the
P.A. 93-263 process was the lack of mechanisms to ensure full participation by all affected constituencies. Although thousands of citizens
took part in this enterprise, minorities were severely underrepresented.
There were no procedures that would ensure reasonable racial or ethnic
representation, and the paucity of African-Americans and Latino participants-only seven in the regional forums 20 --undermined the legitimacy
of the entire process. Moreover, the statute mandated representation
from a broad array of sectors, but it provided that public officials or
established groups, such as the teachers' union, had the exclusive right
to choose the individuals who would represent their segment of the
community in the regional forums.
A final problem with the process was its lack of commitment to
definitive results. Offering no financial incentives to promote adoption
of substantive plans,"' the process also lacked any real sanctions for
not going forward.210 The cumbersome ratification procedure, which
allowed more than two-thirds of the required plans to be defeated even
though a majority of Connecticut school boards and municipal legislatures approved their plans, also belied any serious commitment to bottom-line results. P.A. 93-263 muddled issues of participation and ratification by adopting procedures which all but assured that most plans
would be voted down.
B. An Effective Public Engagement Remedy for Sheff
The Connecticut Supreme Court's decision in Sheff was a truly
historic pronouncement. In its dramatic ruling, the Court swept away

Judson, supra note 200, at 26.
208. Hasegawa Interview, supra note 176.
209. See supra notes 181-82 and accompanying text. The planning process was perceived in
some quarters as laying the basis for new, unfunded state mandates. See Sergi Report, supra
note 185, at 3. After completion of the forum process, the Commissioner concluded tha he
could not recommend funding any of the regional plans due to their lack of specTficity. He
did, however, later ask the Legislature for resources to expand existing nterdtstrict cooperative
and magnet school programs and encouraged districts to request additional funds when they
developed new regional plans. See letter from Theodore S. Sergi, Acting Commissioner of
Education to Superintendent of Schools and Executive Directors of the RESCs (an. 3, 1995)

(on file with authors).
210. Although the Commissioner had the power to withhold state funds from non-participating
districts, this option had little real bite. As indicated above, loss of state aid was an Insubstantial threat to wealthy districts and was not a politically viable option with poor and minority
districts, since they were the intended beneficiaries of the process. See supra note 209.
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many of the serious doctrinal impediments to racial integration and
reform of urban education that had been set in place nationwide more
211
than two decades ago by the U.S. Supreme Court's Milliken ruling.
The Sheff decision, therefore, presents a rare, significant opportunity to
take a fresh look at the promise of Brown v. Board of Education and
of the transformative possibilities of genuine reform of urban education.212 After opening up these exciting new vistas, however, the Connecticut Supreme Court failed to follow through when it delegated
remedial planning, without any remedial guidance, to the same political
process that in the past has proved incapable of finding solutions.
We do not, of course, mean to minimize the difficulty of formulating remedial principles or establishing an implementation framework
that will provide the necessary transformative solutions. The enormity
of the task is apparent. Indeed, the Sheff plaintiffs themselves shied
away from offering concrete remedial proposals both in the trial court
and in their briefs and arguments'to the Supreme Court.213 The bold
211. See supra text accompanying notes 48-59. The Sheff decision also appears to envision a
desegregation order which would comprehensively consider a "myriad of factors," such as employment patterns and housing policy, a stance which the United States Supreme Court expressly eschewed in Swann v. Charlole-Mecklenburg.See Sheff, 238 Conn. at 46-48, 278 A2d at
1290-91.
212. ORFiELD Er AL., supra note 53, at 346. Orfield and Eaton, surveying the national scene,
and writing before the Connecticut Supreme Court's decision had been issued in Sheff, described the urban education trends more than two decades after Milliken and five years after
Dowell as a period of "resegregation" that is "in essence, sleepwalking back to Plessy." Id. at
331. The typical urban school system today, they believe is "an unworkable structure that
needs to be changed:' Id
Administrators are hired to create an optimistic vision. Those announcing now solu.
tions are celebrated. Urban reform is usually described as a problem of will, leadership, and belief, not as an unworkable structure that needs to be changed. Everyone
repeats the popular slogan of the day, such as "all children can learn.' They celebrate isolated successes as if such successes were general solutions. They implicitly
accept the racial status quo and promise to make it work, as If they know of school
policies that can overcome extremely difficult circumstances caused by severe family
and community problems in high-poverty neighborhoods. They must not raise Issues
that alienate the predominately white and suburban leaders of their state legislature
from whom they must seek funds essential to keep the schools open. In many cities
serving mostly poor minority children, conditions and resources are deteriorating fast.
Under such circumstances, school politics become even more consumed by cycles of
unfulfilled promises and bitter disillusionment. City school systems become numbed
by endless rounds of promises, reforms, and failures.
Id. at 332-33.
213. The Connecticut Supreme Court noted that "plaintiffs have not focused their attention on
the remedial consequences of a substantive decision in their behalf." 238 Conn. at 45, 678
A.2d at 1290. Plaintiffs' complaint had asked the Court to declare the status quo violative of
several constitutional provisions, and to enjoin defendants to provide the plaintiffs and those
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challenge posed by the Sheff decision clearly needs, however, a bold
remedial response.
The legislative and executive reaction thus far to the Court's directive that they "put the search for appropriate remedial measures at the
top of their respective agendas" t4 has been centered on the activities of
a blue ribbon panel appointed by the Governor and the legislative leadership. On July 25, 1996, Governor Rowland's charge to the twentytwo person 'Educational Improvement Panel" was to "explore, identif,
and report on a broad range of options for reducing racial isolation in
our State's public schools, improving teaching and learning, enhancing
a sense of community, and encouraging parental involvement. 2 s The
Panel's membership (seven of whom were minorities) consisted of a
number of legislative leaders, business, labor and advocacy group representatives; it was chaired by the Commissioner of Education and staffed
by his Department.
The panel convened fourteen meetings over a five month period,
held public information sessions in all of the eleven regions of the
state, invited a group of national experts on desegregation to present
their views, met with the plaintiffs, held four public hearings and issued a final report on January 22, 1997. The report's major proposal
was a recommendation for a school choice program which would allow
students to attend schools in districts outside their district of residence,
on a space-available basis, with a lottery system to be invoked should
applications to a particular school exceed available spaces.' 6 The proposal did not require districts which lacked available space for transfer
students to create additional seats, although receiving districts would
receive state funding for adding classroom capacity and there would be
a reduction in state funding for local school construction projects which
do not reduce racial isolation. Other parts of the proposal included
expanded state support for regional magnet schools, an increase in the
number of state-supported charter schools (with preference given for
those that reduce racial isolation), substantially more preschool programs and family resource centers, increased state aid for the neediest

similarly situated with "an integrated education," "equal educational opportunities," and a "milnirnally adequate education," but specified no clear remedial demands. The plaintiffs did, liowever, present a specific remedial plan in November 1996 to the Educational Improvement Panel.
See discussion infra at 1176.
214. 238 Conn. at 46, 678 A.2d at 1290.
215. Executive Order 10 (July 25, 1996).
216. Education Improvement Panel, Report to thp Governor (January 22, 1997).
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school districts, and a new ten-year program for reducing poverty and
"revitalizing" Connecticut's cities.
A number of the panel's members dissented from the report, one of
whom strongly objected to its failure to include any mandatory provisions or specific desegregation goals, 217 and the Panel had specifically
rejected proposals for a variety of redistricting, controlled choice and
mandatory seat set-asides."' 8 Most significant in this regard was the
Panel's disregard for virtually every aspect of the Plaintiff's proposals,
which included the following key components:
1) Urban schools will have programs, facilities and resources
(including staff qualification and pupil/teacher ratios) at least
equal to non-urban schools in the region;
2) Schools will have pupil enrollments and staffing patterns that
reflect the racial diversity of the region;
3) All schools in the region will be included in a comprehensive plan and adequate funding will be provided;
4) Strategies for expanding integrated housing opportunities.219
The Panel's recommendations, which received the Governor's general
endorsement," will now be considered by the legislature. Although
the interdistrict choice plan, together with innovative pre-school, urban
revitalization and other new or expanded programs, might significantly
improve educational opportunities for students in the urban districts and
217. Statement by J.P. Brown. Id at 38-39. Discussions at panel meetings became heated at
times. One minority member, Edna Garcia, claimed that some suburban members have a "not
in my backyard" mentality about measures that would reduce racial segregation. A white member, Nancy Matthews, countered that many efforts to integrate schools failed to bring about
racial integration or educational improvement for students who remained in urban areas. Eddie
Davis, a panel member and superintendent of the Manchester school district, argued that suburban parents must "feel some pain" if any meaningful change was to result from the Panel's
recommendations. Lynne Royce, Sheff Panel Becoming Polarized: Minorhly Board Members
Say While Members Just Don't Get It, DANMURY NEWS-TIMES, Dec. 12, 1996, at A-1.
218. See, e.g., Yvonne Duncan and Jerry Brown, Outline of Plan to Legislature (calling for a
controlled choice plan); New Haven Advisory Group on Educational Improvement Final Report
(Jan. 6, 1997) (calling for creation of regional schools and a set aside of seats for Integration).
219. The Sheff Plaintiffs, Improving Our Schools: Guidelines for an Effective Plan for Quailty Integrated Schools (Nov. 1996). This position paper also included proposals for additional
programming for limited English proficient and low income students, greater involvement of
parents and community members in school activities and school decision making and for Independent monitoring of the plan's implementation.
220. Governor Rowland praised the panel for "giving us a standard to follow in the Legislature:' He added that "I don't want to see any distance between me and the recommendations
at all." Jonathan Rabinovit, School Choice is Proposed As Counter To Segregation, N.Y.
TIMES, Jan. 23, 1997, at B-6.
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reduce racial isolation, opposition to interdistrict choice and concern
about the "staggering" cost of the package have already surfaced. 1
Nor does a strong statewide sense of commitment to solving the problems of urban education appear to have emerged at this point. Thus,
the legislature is no more likely to accept and fully fund all of these
proposals than it did the recommendations of the Commission on Quality and Integrated Education, which were endorsed by Governor
Weicker, but substantially watered down by the General Assembly in
the final version of P.A. 93 -2 6 3 2 In any event, the opposition expressed by minority members of the Panel, and the gap between the
plaintiffs' request for clear, enforceable numerical goals concerning
racial integration, and the Panel's program-oriented recommendations
indicate that an effective remedy, acceptable to all concerned, is not
likely to result from the current process.
Accordingly, we believe that the Connecticut Supreme Court must
reclaim the initiative for the development and implementation of a
meaningful remedy in Sheff.t
To do so, it needs to ensure that clear
remedial principles and an appropriate implementation framework are in
place so that the General Assembly and the Department of Education
may develop and implement an effective remedial plan.
1. Public Engagement Phase P Remedial Principles 4
Although the Connecticut Supreme Court in Sheff declined to provide any substantive remedial guidance to the legislative and executive
branches, other state and federal courts have at times articulated remedial principles to guide legislative and executive compliance with constitutional or statutory values they have newly declared.m In most
such cases, however, these principles have either been issued as part of,
or immediately after, the basic liability decision without extensive deliberation on the full range of likely remedial problems," or they have
221. Robert A. Fram, Sheff Panel HasAntrs: Cost Remalns A Question, HARTFORD CoURANr,

Jan. 23, 1997, at 1. See also Rabinovitz, supra note 220.
222. See supra note 169 and accompanying text.

223. The Court's jurisdiction to do so presumably will be triggered by a motion for noncompliance filed by the plaintiffs based on the Panel's Report or the Legislatur''s response to
224. This subsection was written by and reflects the views of Mr. Rebell. The text regarding
Phase I of the public engagement process was written by and reflects the views of both of the
authors.
225. See supra notes 121-25 and accompanying text.
226. The Connecticut Supreme Court's decision in Horton I constitutes one such example. See
Horton v. Meskilt, 376 A.2d 359 (Conn. 1977). The Court there opined that "absolute equality
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been issued years later after strong public resistance to the constitutional mandate has become entrenched' 7 or in an episodic fashion in response to motions for non-compliance with the original remedial man8
date.22
The courts appear to be on the horns of a dilemma: if they attempt
to articulate remedial principles ab initio, they will lack sufficient information or an experiential base for devising practical standards, but if
they wait to respond to events, political resistance may become entrenched and the criteria they eventually formulate may be perceived as
reactive rather than principled. Is there a way around this dilemma?
Can courts articulate effective, remedial principles to guide the legislative and executive branches at the outset of the remedial process? We
think they can if they combine the deliberative process utilized by the
U.S. Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education, with a well-considered public engagement process.
In Brown, the U.S. Supreme Court, recognizing the seriousness of
the remedial problems its landmark desegregation decision had triggered, invited the parties to submit further briefs and to engage in

or precisely equal advantages are not required" and that the decision does not require "total
state funding of education, or loss of local administrative control over educational decisions...."
Id at 375. These limited, negatively stated principles, though providing some guidance to the
Legislature, did not deal with the core questions of how to define equality or how to measure
the success of a remedy. They did not forestall further litigation in Horton and, may, in fact,
have set the stage for the Sheff case itself. See supra text accompanying notes 108-09.
227. See supra note 134 and accompanying text.
228. The Edgewood cases in Texas exemplify this pattern. See Edgewood Ind. Sch. Dist. v.
Kirby, 777 S.W.2d 391, 399 (rex. 1989) (Edgewood 1); Edgewood Ind. Sch. dist. v. Kirby,
804 S.W.2d 491, 497 (Tex. 1991) (Edgewood 11);
Edgewood Ind. Sch. Dist. v. Kirby, 826
S.W.2d 489 (rex. 1992) (Edgewood IMO; Edgewood Ind. Sch. Dist. v. Kirby, 893 S.W.2d 450
(rex. 1995) (Edgewood M"0. There, the Court entered into a dialogue with the Legislature that
was more confrontation than colloquy. It articulated a number of remedial principles in a
series of compliance decisions which responded to legislative actions, but these principles were
highly disjointed and contradictory, frustrating the Legislature and causing the fiscal equity issue
to become a major partisan political issue. In its initial decision, Edgewood I, the Court declared the existing educational finance system unconstitutional and deferred the crating of a
remedy to the Legislature. 777 S.W.2d at 399. In Edgewood ff, the Court invalidated a compliance plan based on equalizing expenditures in 95% of the school districts in the State, indicating that virtually complete fiscal equalization would be required, and implying that "tax base
consolidation" would be an appropriate method for achieving such equalization. 804 S.W.2d at
497. A year later, however, the Court ruled in Edgewood 111 that a system for consolidating
the taxing authorities of local school districts into regional groups, which the Legislature
thought it had adopted in accordance with the Court's instructions, was held unconstitutional.
826 S.W.2d at 489. Finally, in1995, the Court approved a complex new scheme which, al.
though putting a cap on per pupil property tax bases, clearly fell far short of the equalization
principle of Edgewood I. 893 S.W.2d 450 (rex. 1995).
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further legal argument on a number of specific implementation issues
delineated by the Court.'

In fact, the Court invited the Attorney Gen-

eral of the United States and the Attorneys General of "all the states
requiring or permitting racial discrimination in public education" to join
the parties in addressing these questions. ° The Connecticut Supreme
Court in Sheff should adopt a similar deliberative process.p' However,
instead of limiting the discussion to the lawyers for the parties and
selected amici curiae, and instead of restricting the scope of the deliberations to questions concerning the implementation framework, we

believe the court should initiate a broader process of public deliberation
around the formulation of substantive remedial principles.? 2
Specifically, we believe that in addition to the parties and amici,
the court should invite interested members of the general public and,
especially, representatives of each of the eleven planning regions established by the P.A. 93-263 process to participate in a series of public
hearings convened by the court. Although the outcome of the PA. 93263 process was disappointing, it did nevertheless establish a precedent
for extensive citizen involvement in educational decision-making, and it
left in place a significant structure that could be utilized more effectively in the future. 3 The State Education Department should be encour229. See supra notes 126-27 and accompanying text.
230. Brown, 349 U.S. at 299.
231. Interestingly, in Sheff the Connecticut Supreme Court actually considered a Brown 11type process. See Sheff v. O'Neill, 238 Conn. 1, 44, 678 A.2d 1267, 1290 (1996). After rejecting the possibility of remanding the case to the trial court for futher evidentiary inquiries,
the Court stated that "we could invite further briefing in this Court and attempt to resolve the
[remedial] issues ourselves.' Id. It decided, however, not to pursue this course and opted instead to follow the "methodology used in Horton I," Le., deferring generally to the legislative
and executive branches (but without providing even the type of limited guidelines for the Legislature that it had enunciated in Horton 1). Id
232. Cf Schuck, .rpra note 30, at 188-189 (recognizing the Importance of a court undertaking comprehensive remedial planning at the outset of the remedial process). Schuck proposes
that the formulation of a remedial decree be preceded by "an implementation analysis prepared
by independent analysts under the court's direction . . . . The analysis would seek, among
other things, to identify the fiscal, bureaucratic, political, informational and other barriers that
the proposed decree, if adopted, would have to overcome . . . ." Id. 7y linking the remedial
planning process to an expert panel, however, Schuck's approach neglects the political dimensions of the process and fails to consider the capacity of a public engagement process to avoid
or resolve many of the difficulties that otherwise might stymie effective implementation.
233. Noteworthy in this regard -vas the fact that the Educational Improvement Panel thought
it important to hold brief information hearings in each of the eleven regions established by PA
93-263 before beginning its deliberations. Most of the testimony at these sessions was supportive of the local or regional plans. Apparently, the threat of mandatory judicial orders flowing
from the Supreme Court's Sheff decision convinced many former opponents of these plans,
particularly municipal leaders, to now support them. Hasegawa Interview, =upra note 176.
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aged to organize local forums, meetings and other appropriate events in
each region prior to the hearings so that the issues posed by the court
can be broadly considered and the representatives of the regions can
inform the court of the range of opinion in the region and the extent to
which there is a consensus on any major issues.
The need for judicially-formulated remedial principles to guide the
executive and legislative branches in implementing Sheff is apparent.
The essence of the court's ruling in this case was that "the existence of
extreme racial and ethnic isolation in the public school system deprives
schoolchildren of a substantially equal educational opportunity . .. .,234
Governor Rowland's charge to the Educational Improvement Panel did
not directly relate to this holding. Instead, he asked them to report on
options for "reducing racial isolation in our state's public schools, improving teaching and learning, enhancing a sense of community and
encouraging parental involvement." 5 These goals, however laudatory,
do not singly or as a whole add up to a guarantee of a "substantially
equal educational opportunity." In order to devise and implement a
workable remedy for the constitutional violation identified in Sheff,
there must be a clear, operational definition of the concept of a "substantially equal educational opportunity" and of the relationship of extreme racial and ethnic isolation to it.
Remedial principles are a necessary bridge between the broad constitutional values articulated at the liability stage of a litigation and the
practical actions which need to be taken to put those principles into
practice at the implementation stage. In a highly-charged situation like
Sheff, the executive and legislative branches cannot be expected to cross
that bridge on their own without strong guideposts from the court.
Constructing those guideposts will not be an easy task. In order to
develop and implement effective remedies, an insistent focus must be
maintained on the principled objectives, while at the same time acknowledging and accommodating, to the extent possible, the major
political and institutional realities.
In the current situation, this means that the plaintiffs' insistence on
equality of resources, diverse pupil enrollment and staffing patterns in
each school, and strategies for expanding housing integration opportunities cannot be ignored. At the same time, however, the defendants'
fears of forced busing, mandatory redistricting, loss of local control and

234. 238 Conn. at 25-26, 678 A2d at 1281.
235. Governor's Executive Order 10, Para. 2 (July 25, 1996).
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leveling down of the quality of education in many currently well-performing districts also must be taken into account, and the choice concepts and program enrichments proposed by the Educational Improvement Panel- need to be fully explored.
The court must ultimately be responsible for considering and combining these concerns in fashioning an effective set of remedial principles, but it can obtain significant assistance in this undertaking from the
information and insights it receives from the parties and the public. A
principled state-wide dialogue on these issues could possibly inspire
broad public support for practical, principled compromises on some of
the major issues and lessen resistance to the cost of extensive reform.
In any event, a judicially-initiated dialogue on these difficult questions
can provide a level of inspiration and seriousness of purpose which a
governor's panel or a legislatively-created planning process simply cannot.
In order to confront candidly the core concerns, the court should
pose to the parties and the public for consideration at its public hearings on remedial issues the following two of questions:
I. How should the court define the substantially equal educational opportunity to which all public school students in the
state are entitled?
II. What remedial principles should be included in an order of
this court to ensure that an opportunity for a substantially equal
educational opportunity is provided to all public school students
in the state?
In addressing these questions, the parties and the public will undoubtedly need to consider the following issues:
A) To what extent can a substantially equal educational
opportunity for all public school students be achieved
through statewide choice programs?
B) To what extent are additional special needs or enrichment programs required?
C) Is redistricting necessary?
D) To what extent must individual schools be racially
balanced?
B) How can the maintenance of high quality education be
assured for those students who are currently receiving
appropriate educational opportunities as such opportunities
are extended to all other public school students?
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F) To what extent is housing integration required?
Q) To what extent is urban revitalization required?
H) What measures should be used to assess the extent to
which students are being provided a substantially equal
educational opportunity?
We do not, of course, know at this point what answers to these
questions the public might provide or how the court might respond to
them in framing its remedial principles. Some degree of redistricting or
of racial diversity goals may be required outright or as fallback mechanisms. It is also possible that as a result of candid, principled discussions, use of these controversial mechanisms can be minimized and a
large measure of choice approaches maintained 6 or that countervailing
benefits can be provided for those who believe they would be detrimentally affected by such mandates."s7 An effective public dialogue
may also devise entirely new ways to conceptualize the issues and a
change in communal attitudes that may transform and transcend traditional understandings."s To a large extent, significant institutional
changes occur and major power dynamics are shifted because new
"modes of discourse!" are found which analyze problems in new
ways, resulting in major attitudinal changes which lead to new institutional dynamics. For example, patterns of white flight, which have
236. There are indications, for example, that large numbers of Hartford's African-American
and Latino parents are more interested in improved educational programming in their children's
schools than in desegregation. See, eg., Rick Green, Harfford Parents: Sheff Is About Improving Schools, Not Busing, HARTFORD COtLRAW, July 11, 1996, at A14. Focus groups conducted by
the Roper Center for Public Opinion Research for the Educational Improvement Panel reached
the same conclusion. Minutes of Educational Improvement Panel (Nov. 6, 1996).
237. There is a clear trend in current desegregation cases toward voluntary remedies and,
according to the AIR study, more than one-third of the districts which currently utilize voluntary means at one time operated a mandatory program. See Armor, supra note 62, at 168.
Fiscal equity remedies which have proven most successful, like that in Kentucky, have tended
to be those which expand the pie for all by increasing overall spending on education rather
than by shifting existing resources from affluent to poor districts.
238. Orfield and Eaton suggest that a successful integration program, which includes an effective housing component, can limit or avoid forced busing and meet the priority needs of parents of all race:
The goal of better integrated schools in integrated neighborhoods with less busing fits
much better with the values that huge majorities of Americans express... In surveys,
most Americans strongly support integrated schools but want educational reform,
choice, and more direct parent and community involvement in schools. African.
American parents want integrated schools in the communities where they live.
ORELD ET AL, supra note 53, at 356.
239. We are indebted to Harry Spence, Deputy Chancellor of the New York City Public
Schools, for this terminology and this insight.
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seriously compromised integration efforts in the past, may be dramatically altered if school district lines are redrawn in a way that both
renders an integrative setting virtually unavoidable and provides plausible assurances of a maintenance of a high level of educational quality. 40 Similarly, relatively modest resource infusions may result in
major gains in educational achievement if accompanied by a revitalized
sense of commitment and responsibility by all concerned.
There is a strong reservoir of public support for solving core societal problems that remains untapped in contemporary public policy
debates. For example, eighty-one percent of a representative sample of
Connecticut citizens recently agreed that "one of our top priorities
should be to give enough support to schools in minority neighborhoods
so that they are every bit as good as schools in white neighborhoods,"2' 4 and sixty-two percent said that they are willing to pay more
in taxes to support public education.242 Of course, these altruistic commitments are tempered by skepticism about how to achieve these results, or hopes for painless solutions to the problems.243 Although these
attitudes do not easily translate into meaningful solutions to the problems, they do remind us that Americans retain an underlying commitment to core democratic values which, in a proper context, can motivate and drive communal resolution of highly controversial issues.
In sum, we believe that the judicial process in a high-profile case
like Sheff can catalyze serious, principled public dialogue on these critical public policy issues. In order to do so, we believe that the Connecticut Supreme Court should appoint a Special Master, whom we
would call -the public engagement coordinator ("PEC'), to organize the
public hearings and work with the Department of Education in promoting extensive regional forums and discussions to prepare for the meet-

240. For contrasting discussions of problems of white flight, see Armor, supra note 62; cmas(1990); ad GARY
ORFIE.D, MUST WE Bus? 51 (1978).
241. PFUUC Amm, Tu BR MN CaM r CO',-naIr CnZEM LOOK AT PULIC E=A=N 14

TNE R RossE., Th CARROT OR THE SnCK FOR DEsEGRGAmON PoucYpan

(1994).
242. Id.
243. Focus group discussions reveal that while people say they are willing to pay
more, they also express concerns that the extra money won't benefit the children in the classroom, but will go to other uses which they don't really define
as educational, such as administration and bureaucratic overhead. What this
finding really suggests is support for education as a public good-not authentic
willingness to pay more taxes.
Id. Most of these survey respondents also stated that greater accountability and mor discipline, rather than additional money, are the best ways to improve education. See a at 23.
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ings. Preparation for the formal court hearings would include broad
notice to the public244 and possibly the convening of one or more statewide public engagement forums, attended by the parties, delegates of
the regions and other appropriate groups and individuals necessary to
assure diverse representation and broad participation. Such sessions,
facilitated by the PEC, would attempt to narrow the issues to be presented to the court and possibly to reach a working agreement on answers to some of the questions posed by the court. 4
Obviously, to
the extent that remedial principles which the court adopts are rooted in
broad community values and working agreements, much of the community-building necessary to implement major institutional reforms would
already have been initiated.
While these state-wide public engagement sessions and public hearings might clarifIy many of the major issues under consideration and
provide important insights and directions,2" the court will, of course,
retain the ultimate responsibility for formulating the remedial principles
that will define substantially equal educational opportunity, and assure
that such opportunities are made available to all children in the State.
The remedial principles it adopts are likely to include general guidelines, but not specific requirements, regarding issues like racial balance,
choice and enrichment funding. These guidelines would, of course,
need to be implemented within the parameters of an implementation
framework which will ensure that the specifics of these issues are

244. Notice to the public should be provided not only through traditional legal notice mechanisms but also through the press, radio and television. See, e.g., Calhoun v. Cook, 362 F. Supp
1249, 1250 (N.D. Ga. 1973) (finding that a hearing which "received wide publicity . . .
through the local press, radio, and television" was publicized satisfactorily).
245. One model for the format (though not the content) of such a state-wide public engagement process is the Arizona Education Finance Summit which was convened by that state's
Superintendent of Schools in June 1995. That intense, three day meeting involved 64 Invltecs
representing educators, parents, business leaders, unions, and legislators from all the diverse
communities in the State. The Summit was organized around a series of expert briefings,
small group discussions and plenary sessions, with technical experts and computers available to
do instant analyses of various funding options that were under consideration. See Hal Mattern,
Education Summit Devises Ways to Fund State Schools, ARIZONA REPUBLIC, June 22, 1995, at
Al. The Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. is also currently organizing a state-wide public engagement process involving a series of conferences and forums to propose remedial principles
to the Court. See CFE v. State of New York, 655 N.E.2d 661 (1995). The authors of the
present article are significantly involved in that activity. See supra note 86.
246. The Court may also seek assistance from education or implementation experts. See
Brown I supra note 230. To the extent that such expertise is sought, the parties to the case,
and participants in the public engagement process should be given the opportunity to respond to
any reports or proposals which the experts may submit.
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squarely confronted, in a proper deliberative manner, and that the General Assembly, the Department of Education, and local school communities develop plans that "promise realistically to work now." 47
2. Public Engagement Phase H. Implementation Framework
An implementation framework consists of the procedures and oversight mechanisms which a court establishes to ensure compliance with
the substantive requirements of its decree. The initial aspect of an implementation framework is the identification of the institutional context
in which remedial activities will occur. In most federal desegregation
cases, the institutional context is the local school district; in most state
fiscal equity cases it has been the state legislature alid executive agencies.
The Sheff decision left open the question of whether the remedy
that the legislative and executive branches were ordered to implement
would affect only Hartford and its surrounding suburbs or the entire
state.248 Because the factual record in the case was limited to the impact of de facto segregation on students in the Hartford area, arguably
the remedy should be limited in scope to encompass only that area.
On the other hand, the constitutional rights at issue clearly relate to all
students in the state, and since the defendants here were all state officials, any new policies they enact presumably would affect students
throughout the State who are similarly situated to those in the Hartford
area.249 For these reasons, the report of the Educational Improvement
Panel assumed that the remedy must be statewide, a conclusion with
which we would concur.
Once the institutional context is determined, the next aspects of the
implementation framework that need to be established are the basic
procedures which the court may impose on the legislature or executive

247. Green v. County Sch. Bd., 391 U.S. 430, 439 (1968).

248. At least some of the Justices seemed to assume that a remedy would apply, at least
initially, only to the Hartford area. See Sheff v. O'Neill, 238 Conn. 1, 127-28, 678 A2d 1267,
1329-30 (1996) (Borden, I. dissenting).

On the other hand, the Court declared unconstitutional

the state's "school districting scheme as codified at §§ 10-184 and 10-240 and as enforced with
regard to [the She] plaintiffs ... :' Id. at 43, 678 A2d at 1289, a holding which appears to
call for immediate state-wide reconsideration of segregative patterns.
249. Although the plaintiffs are students residing in Hartford or its surroundig suburbs, the

defendants were all state officials or agencies and neither the City of Harfford, its Board of
Education, nor any of the surrounding suburbs or towns or their boards of education were
joined as defendants. Plaintiffs expressly disavowed at trial any claims that acts of Hartford or
the twenty-one surrounding towns had violated plaintiffs' constitutional rights. See td. at 4 n.4,
678 A2d at 1271 n.4.
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branches to ensure .compliance with its decrees.

The complexity, de-

gree of controversy and likely cost of effective remedies for the profound problems of equal educational opportunity raised by Sheff clearly
require that the remedial process be implemented through a broad-based
public engagement process. The impressive degree of participation by
thousands of citizens throughout the state in the P.A. 93-263 activities
demonstrates that feasible mechanisms exist for doing so. Within the
parameters for defining substantive equal educational opportunity and
the accountability measures set forth in the court's remedial principles,
citizens in each community shopuld be permitted to determine the precise mix of redistricting, regional programming, choice, etc., that is
necessary for a local plan to succeed. No top-down state-wide integration scheme could possibly devise effective plans of this sort.
Although the actual P.A. 93-263 process was not successful, linking
this broad-based planning process to a judicial remedial process is likely to result in dramatically improved outcomes. Significantly, each of
the three major deficiencies in the P.A. 93-263 process relates to the
precise areas where the courts have strbng comparative institutional
strengths. Courts, unlike legislatures or executives agencies, are able to
articulate clear, principled goals, ensure full and fair participation, and
create sustained oversight mechanisms."
Accordingly, consistent with an appropriate inter-branch colloquy,
the Connecticut Supreme Court should press the legislature to adopt
again the P.A. 93-263 structure or a variation as part of the basic implementation framework in Sheff, but it should do so with an awareness
of the problems encountered in the past and insist on specific measures
to overcome these deficiencies25 ' The remedial principles adopted by
the court would avoid the first major shortcoming of P.A. 93-263 since
they would establish clear goals and purposes for the process and
would ensure a focus on effective results. Simultaneous consideration
of critical education and political issues by thousands of citizens is
likely to engender significant media attention, encourage schools and
universities to analyze and research the issues, and provide a fruitful
climate for principled discussion in each locale. The result-oriented
debate would be on the core issues of improving urban education and
promoting effective integration, and the unstated apprehensions about
busing, racial balance, or other topics that undermined the P.A. 93-263

250. See supra notes 119 and accompanying text.
251. See supra notes 205-11 and accompanying text.
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deliberations, now would be openly put on the table, confronted, and,
hopefully, resolved.
Full, fair participation by all those affected by the process--especially the African-American and Latino families who comprise the bulk
of the disadvantaged urban populations-clearly must be assured. The
court's remedial decree should require the legislature to devise specific
methods for doing so. The court should consider in this regard either
mandating participation by certain specified groups or interests (parents,
teachers, business, labor, civic groups, etc.), requiring numerical targets
for minority group representation (± ten percent of the group's proportion of the regional school population, for example), or appointing a
Public Engagement Coordinator in each region whose responsibilities
would include ensuring full and fair participation. The court should also
insist on specific sanctions for a failure of any region to draft or approve an acceptable local plan, such as supersession for planning purposes or for all purposes by the State Commissioner of Education, and
it should establish clear timelines for completion of the process.
Although the State Department of Education would have primary
responsibility for organizing the planning process and monitoring compliance in each of the regions, the Connecticut Supreme Court's order
should authorize the trial court to retain general oversight of the implementation of its remedial decree. In order to carry out this oversight
responsibility, the trial court should conduct an initial public hearing,
after the legislature has enacted its basic statutory scheme. The purpose of this hearing would be to review, prior to its implementation,
the community planning process devised by the legislature and the
substantive statutory changes it has adopted in response to the court's
remedial principles. It should be in the nature of a class action hearing, providing notice to the public at-large and permitting any interested
groups or individuals, in addition to the parties to the litigation, to
comment on the plan and bring any potential problems to the court's
attention.
Once the statutory scheme is approved and the planning process is
underway, the court should ensure efficient, results-oriented action
through two prime mechanisms. First, it should obtain periodic monitoring reports from the State Department of Education on procedural
compliance and the achievement of effective results in each region. 2
252. The Court might also consider appointing a special master or monitor under its own
auspices to analyze these reports and provide a direct channel for communications with the

executive authorities.
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Second, it should hold periodic hearings-which, like the initial hearing, would be open to the public-regarding the monitoring reports and
any specific problem areas (or requests for modifications of the remedial decree or subsequent order) that arise during the course of implementation, including requests for modifications of timelines.
The- ongoing monitoring process, especially if it operates in a
broad, public engagement context, can provide an additional practical
mechanism for determining when "success" has been achieved and
judicial oversight should terminate. Court jurisdiction should be terminated when the legislative and executive branches report that they have
substantially complied with the court order, and representatives of the
major constituencies in each of the regions agree with this judgment.
In other words, the determination that the "vestiges" of past segregation
patterns have been eliminated, and equal educational opportunity has
been achieved "to the extent practicable" would be made not by judges
in isolation, but through an extensive community-wide process, which
has engaged people in changing the mode of discourse and fashioning
new decision-making mechanisms that may diminish or obviate the
need for active judicial involvement in the future.
V.

CONCLUSION

A remedial approach which allows the court to promote unabashedly effective social reforms, but in a manner that maximizes ongoing
colloquy with the legislative and executive branches, and harnesses the
power of broad citizen involvement, can ameliorate the gap between
"rights" and "remedies" and find effective solutions to the allegedly
"intractable" social problems of urban education and racial segregation.
The forceful judicial stance called for by the efficacy and engagement
remedial approach will require the courts to adopt new attitudes and to
develop innovative procedures-but clearly their "oath, [their] office
and the constitutional rights of the schoolchildren of [Connecticut] require no less." 3

253. 238 Conn. at 47, 678 A.2d at 1291.

